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Abstract
Recent studies performed in the last two decades revealed that the
dense cores where star formation takes place generally produce more
than one star. It is essential to understand the formation of such
multiple systems since they are, most likely, the natural outcome of
the initial stages of the star formation process and may provide hints
on the mechanisms of the pristine fragmentation of molecular cloud
cores.
One of the main aims of this thesis was to take advantage of the major
advances in infrared spectroscopy and to go a step further in under-
standing how spectroscopic close stellar companions are formed and
evolve dynamically since birth. Using high resolution near-IR spec-
troscopic observations we analysed a sample of 38 protostars to derive
the close binary frequency of embedded sources where multiplicity had
been previously studied by imaging techniques. With a new designed
spectroscopic technique based in a two dimensional cross-correlation
function we determined multi-epoch radial velocities of the Class I/II
sources with unprecedented precision in the spectroscopic study of
protostars. As a conclusion we have found strong evidence that early
multiplicity at short distances scales from the central protostellar ob-
ject is indeed possible in three targets analysed.
Of major concern to this thesis was also to determine the chemi-
cal abundances of the new born comoving associations in the solar
neighborhood in order to search for high metallicity stars that can
be included in future exo-planet surveys. While it is still highly un-
certain whether metallicity inuences or not stellar multiplicity, it is
nowadays a proven evidence that the metal content of the circumstel-
lar disks play a central role in planetary formation. The more metal
content the more likely is to nd a giant planet around a star. Having
this in mind we derived through an uniform and homogeneous method
stellar atmospheric parameters and abundances for iron, and 13 other
elements in 63 post-T Tauri stars from 11 nearby young associations
and further compared the results with two dierent pre-main sequence
(PMS) and main sequence (MS) star populations. Solar metallicity
was found to be a common trend in all the nearby young associations
studied.
Two main conclusions and many future prospects can be drawn from
this thesis. From the multiplicity project we set an entire new per-
spective on the formation of spectroscopic binaries. Our results show
that multiplicity at sub-AU scale can be a natural outcome of the star
formation process. Our preliminary binary fraction of 71% is also in
line with the notion that multiplicity is very high at young ages and
therefore it might be a product of star-formation. From the metallic-
ity project we demonstrate that no metal overabundance can be found
in 11 young associations around the sun. Our results suggest that the
high-metallicity stars harboring planets were not formed in the solar
neighborhood but were instead carried to their present position by
Galactic dynamical forces.
Resumo
Estudos realizados nas ultimas duas decadas revelaram que os nucleos
densos, onde se pensa que ocorre a formac~ao estelar, geralmente pro-
duzem mais do que uma estrela. A compreens~ao de como se for-
mam tais sistemas multiplos e, por isso mesmo, extremamente impor-
tante uma vez que, muito provavelmente, estes s~ao o produto natural
dos estagios iniciais do processo de formac~ao estelar e poder~ao, dessa
forma, providenciar pistas para os mecanismos que actuam durante a
fragmentac~ao dos nucleos moleculares.
Um dos principais objetivos desta tese foi o de aproveitar o rapido
progresso da espectroscopia no Infravermelho para dar um passo
em frente na compreens~ao de como os binarios espectroscopicos se
formam e evoluem dinamicamente desde o seu nascimento. Us-
ando observac~oes espectroscopicas de alta-resoluc~ao no IV proximo,
analisamos uma amostra de 38 protoestrelas com o intuito de derivar
a frequencia de binarios espectroscopicos em fontes embebidas. Com a
ajuda de uma nova tecnica baseada na func~ao de correlac~ao cruzada a
duas dimens~oes, determinamos, para diferentes epocas, as velocidades
radiais de fontes Classe I/II com uma precis~ao sem precedentes no es-
tudo espetroscopico de protoestrelas. Como conclus~ao, encontramos
fortes evide^ncias, em tre^s dos objectos analisados, de que a multipli-
cidade a curtas dista^ncias do objecto central protoestelar e de facto
possvel e pode ser frequente.
De extrema importa^ncia para este trabalho foi tambem a deter-
minac~ao das abunda^ncias qumicas das recentemente descobertas as-
sociaces comoveis na vizinhanca do Sol. O objetivo primordial era
o de procurar estrelas com alto conteudo em metais que pudessem
ser includas em futuras buscas por exo-planetas. Apesar de ainda se
desconhecer se a metalicidade inuencia ou nao a multiplicidade es-
telar, sabe-se, hoje em dia, que a metalicidade desempenha um papel
importantssimo na formac~ao planetaria. Quanto maior o conteudo
em metal de uma estrela, maior e a probabilidade de se encontrar
um planeta gigante a sua volta. Tendo isto em mente, derivamos,
atraves de um metodo uniforme e homogeneo, os para^metros este-
lares atmosfericos e as abund~ancias qumicas do Ferro e de outros 13
elementos qumicos para 63 estrelas post-T Tauri em 11 associac~oes
jovens vizinhas do Sol que posteriormente comparamos com duas pop-
ulac~oes estelares, uma de Pre-seque^ncia principal e outra da seque^ncia
principal. Encontramos que todas as associac~oes jovens proximas do
Sol te^m metalicidade solar.
Duas grandes conclus~oes e muitas perspetivas futuras podem ser ex-
tradas desta tese. Do projeto da multiplicidade estabelecemos um
novo horizonte na formac~ao de binarios espectroscopicos. Os nos-
sos resultados mostram que a multiplicidade a escala sub-AU podera
ser um produto natural do processo de formac~ao estelar. O nosso
valor preliminar de frac~ao binaria de 71% encontra-se de acordo
com a noc~ao que a multiplicidade e muito elevada em idades jovens
podendo ser um resultado da formac~ao estelar. Do projeto da metal-
icidade mostramos que n~ao e encontrada qualquer sobre-abunda^ncia
de metais nas 11 associac~oes jovens proximas do Sol. Os nossos re-
sultados sugerem que as estrelas de alta metalicidade que albergam
planetas podem n~ao ter sido formadas na vizinhanca do Sol mas que,
provavelmente, foram trazidas para a sua posic~ao atual por forcas
dina^micas atuando no seio da galaxia.
Resume
Les etudes realizes dans les deux dernieres decennies ont revele que
les noyaux dense, ou l'on pense que la formation stellaire se produit,
produisent generalement plus d'une etoile. Comprendre comment ces
systemes multiples se forment est, par consequence, extre^mement im-
portant parce que ils sont, probablement, le produit naturel des pre-
miers stades du processus de formation d'etoiles, et peuvent donner
des indices sur les mecanismes qui fonctionnent pendant la fragmen-
tation des noyaux moleculaires.
Un objectif majeur de cette these etait allors de proter du rapide
progres de la spectroscopie infrarouge pour donner un pas en avant
dans la comprehension de la facon comme les binaires spectroscopic
se forment et evoluent dynamiquement depuis la naissance. On a
utilize observations de haute resolution dans le IR proche pour anal-
yser un echantillon de 38 proto-etoile an d'en tirer la frequence de
binaires spectroscopic en source enfonce. Avec l'aide d'une tech-
nique basee sur la fonction de correlation-croisee a deux dimensions,
nous avons determine, pour epoches dierents, les vitesses radiales de
sources Classe I / II avec une precision sans precedent dans l'etude
des proto-etoiles spectroscopiques. En conclusion, nous avons trouve
des evidences fortes, dans trois des objets analyser, que la multiplicite
a courte distance de l'objet central protostellaire est, en fait, possible
et peut e^tre commun. Sur la plus haute importance pour ce travail a
egalement ete la determination des abondances chimiques des associ-
ations comobiles nouvellement decouverts dans le voisinage du Soleil.
L'objectif principal etait de trouver des etoiles avec haute teneur en
metal qui pourraient e^tre inclus dans les recherches futures pour exo-
planetes. En depit de pas ce savoir si la metallicite inuence la mul-
tiplicite stellaire, il est connu aujourd'hui, que la metallicite joue un
ro^le important dans la formation des planetes. Le plus elevee teneur
en metal d'une etoile, la plus grande est la probabilite de trouver une
planete geante autour d'elle. En gardant cela en te^te, on a derive,
gra^ce a une methode uniforme et homogene, les parametres stellaire
atmospheriques, les abondances chimiques du Fer et de 13 autres
'species' chimiques a 63 post-etoiles T Tauri de 11 associations je-
unes entourant le Soleil que, plus tard, nous avons compare avec deux
populations stellaires, une de pre-sequence et une autre de sequence
principale. Nous avons constate que toutes les associations jeunes au-
tour du Soleil ont metallicite solaire. Deux conclusions principales et
de nombreuses perspectives d'avenir peuvent e^tre tirees de cette these.
Du projet de la multiplicite nous avons mis en place des nouvels hori-
zons dans la formation des binaires spectroscopiques. Notre resultats
montrent que la multiplicite de sub-UA peut e^tre un produit naturel
du processe de formation d'etoiles. Notre valeur preliminaire de la
fraction binaire 71% est conforme avec l'idee que la multiplicite est
tres eleve a un a^ge jeune et que est peut e^tre le resultat de la formation
des etoiles. Du projet de la metallicite nous avons montre qu'on ne
trouve pas de sur-abondance de metal dans les 11 associations jeunes
pres du Soleil. Nos resultats suggerent que la haute metallicite des
etoiles d'hebergement planetaires peuvent ne pas avoir ete forme au
voisinage du soleil, mais qui probablement ete amene a sa position
par les forces dynamiques qui fonctionnement au sein de la galaxie.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Astronomy is one of the most optimistic and enthusiastic approaches into the
dynamics of human knowledge. It feeds one of the most determining aspects
of the human society: perspective. With perspective we become pragmatic and
with pragmatism we are able to better understand our very importance in the
unfathomable plot that surrounds us and that governs our lives and futures.
Nowadays, for instance, we are pretty conscious that stars share the same strange
fate as we humans do, by following the same pattern of birth, life and utter
death. Within an intricate process that involved intense scientic research and
dedication, this awareness is no longer just an imagination, but becomes a proven
fact. Such is the path of astronomy, to test the relevance of our expectations
and to set new rulers to our limits. Personally, I doubt that limits exist. In
a world where horizons are self-imposed it is up to every one of us, to set new
benchmarks for human dreams and knowledge. That is the reason why I look to
stars enshrouded in gas and dust, spurting powerful jets, spawning new worlds
to nd and explore and I start wondering: What is really going on in there? In
which way are we able to understand it?
1.1 The motivation
This thesis investigates in depth the chemical content of very young regions and
the stellar multiplicity where star formation is currently (or has recently) tak-
ing place. The reasons why the chemical content and stellar multiplicity are so
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important is that they are thought to be strong intervening factors in the stel-
lar and planetary formation processes. How multiplicity and metallicity interact
overtime in the overall scenario of planetary and star formation is, however, still
poorly understood.
In the one hand, the properties of the binary star population (such as their
relative frequency, semi-major axis, etc) provide stringent constrains on the phys-
ical mechanisms that drive star formation. Indeed, they supply important hints
on the mechanisms that take place at the earliest times, from the initial core-
fragmentation, passing through dynamical evolution and post-fragmentation ac-
cretion to the nal systems' congurations observed.
In the other hand, stellar metallicity is a strong indicator that should be
taken into account when searching for exoplanets. As we will see further in this
chapter, there is a strong correlation between metallicity and the presence of giant
planets. In recent years, it has been found that the higher the metallicity of the
harboring star, the higher is the likelihood of nding a giant planet in that stellar
system. To nd young stellar sources with a considerable metal content in the
solar neighborhood is for this reason extremely important as it could open the
opportunity to observe and understand the physical mechanisms that intervene
at the time of planet formation.
The goal of this thesis is, therefore, to present new methods and results in
the study of stellar multiplicity and of the chemical content of young stellar pop-
ulations contributing therefore to signicant improvements on the area of planet
and star formation that should help guiding future theoretical and observational
eorts.
1.2 The basic concept of star formation
Is amidst the cold environment of giant molecular clouds that solar-type stars
are formed. The standard view of the star formation process, popular nowadays,
beneted considerably with the early works of Hayashi (1966); Larson (1973) and
the analytical concept developed by Shu (1977).
Since then, many improvements in the understanding of the small scales pro-
cesses involved in star formation have been performed over the last three decades
2
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Figure 1.1: Single low mass star formation as depicted by the Shu model. From:
Bayo, A.; PhD Thesis
with special emphasis on the works of Shu et al. (1987, 1993); Tohline (1982);
Bodenheimer (1992); Hartmann (1998); Larson (2003); Sigalotti & Klapp (2001)
and Stahler & Palla (2005). The following lines in this chapter are based on those
reviews and, if applied, on the results presented therein.
In gure 1.1 we display a rudimentary illustration of the dierent stages and
timescales thought to be involved in the current star formation scenario.
The whole star forming process is thought to start within large molecular
clouds in small regions of enhanced density (top left image from Fig. 1.1). These
small regions, in the earliest times, will be under hydrostatic equilibrium, where
the internal thermal pressure of the gas contained in each core is balanced by the
binding forces of gravity. These initial conditions will be conserved as long as the
interactions between the moving cores, dictated by the inner dynamical evolution
of the cloud, do not exceed Jeans criticality. As soon as the temperature and
density of the cloud reach determined limit values and match the critical Jeans
mass Mj / T 3=2= 1=2, gravity starts to dominate over the internal pressure and
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this region of the cloud starts to collapse producing eventually a prestellar core.
During the next 104 years, 10% of the total mass of gas and matter contained
within these primeval cores will be accreted into a central object. When the cloud
starts to collapse, the core ospring starts contracting and slowly it gives rise to a
dense central body completely embedded in a protostellar envelope. The rotation
of this new born massive structure will be extremely relevant in this phase of for-
mation since it will modulate the evolution of its shape overtime (see e.g. Stahler
& Palla, 2005). Indeed, as time goes by, the angular momentum of the whole
region may force the otherwise stable spherical geometry to a attened circum-
stellar disk. In this transition phase, accretion of matter from the envelope onto
the central object will occur through this ever growing circumstellar disk. It is
during this accretion episode that the prestellar core grows substantially in mass
and becomes a protostar. Stellar winds and bipolar jets (ejected coaxially with
the rotation axis of the structure) start to occur. With time, these ambipolar out-
ows and winds will become growingly eective in evacuating angular momentum
originated in the accretion of matter from the circumstellar disk (Larson, 2003).
As time evolves, the envelope eventually disappears leaving the lively circum-
stellar disk dealing with a plethora of disk-embedded protoplanetary seeds that
interact, migrate and grow in size. Planetary formation along with the phenom-
ena of accretion and photo-evaporation will eventually dissipate the disk and, in
the nal act, the star is born.
The described scenario is, most likely, the basis of the star formation process
and has, over the years, received consistent validation from many observational
quadrants. Indeed, infrared (IR) observations, namely performed with the Spitzer
telescope, revealed that the younger star forming regions (SFR) (ages <105 yrs),
for instance, depict an overabundance of bound-cores and IR sources with spec-
tral energy distributions (SED)s which are usually explained and modeled as
non individualized warm cores deeply embedded in shadowing envelopes (see e.g.
Enoch et al., 2009). Intermediate age regions (ages  3 x 105 - 106 yrs), in the
other hand, exhibit a wealthy population of protostars or more evolved stars,
such as T-Tauri stars (see next section), surrounded by circumstellar disks (with
typical masses of >1-10% M) which emit in the same wavelengths as the central
source (Andrews & Williams, 2005a). Finally, older regions (ages > 3-5 x 106
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yrs) show almost no traces of obscurating circumstellar disks (see e.g. Hernandez
et al., 2007; Currie et al., 2009) so, it is interpreted that, most likely, stellar and
planetary formation have nally came to an end.
As we start to understand, young stellar populations and/ or single (pre)stellar
objects will be characterized by specic light properties which, over the years,
have been known to best describe the evolutionary state of the regions/ objects
under observation. Before proceeding to a more detailed version of the star for-
mation process let us recall, in the following section, some of these observational
properties.
1.2.1 A short yby on the classication of young stars
Before the eighties, low-mass young stellar objects (YSO) were characterized
according to their emission in the IR in the wavelength interval between  =
2.2 and 100 m (Lada & Wilking, 1984).
It was only with the works of Adams et al. (1987) and Lada (1987) that a
new classication scheme was developed, based essentially on the morphology
of the broadband photometry of low-mass YSO SEDs. After these studies, the
evolutionary status of the young sources started to be classied on basis of the
observed slope dlog(F)=dlog in the IR. In Fig. 1.2 we present some dierent
SEDs for dierent young stars. Class 0 sources (Andre et al., 1993), embedded
sources or Class I sources (deeply embedded objects), Class II sources or T-Tauri
stars and the more evolved Class III objects (Post T Tauri stars) all have been
classied according to this method.
But not only the SED is used for attesting a source's youth. Additional
diagnostics include the observation of the strong H emission line 6562.8A (in-
dicating heavy mass transport in the circumstellar environment), the Lithium I
line 6707.8A (see e.g. Bertout, 1989), and the ultra-violet (UV) emission (see
e.g. Kenyon & Hartmann, 1987).
Concerning the SED shapes alone, youngest sources are known to display
deep IR excesses and SEDs with very steep gradients from the optical to the
far-IR wavelengths. Rising SEDs with positive slopes toward mid-IR usually
depict the presence of protostellar envelopes that are generally more massive than
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Figure 1.2: Distinct SEDs of young stars. The dierences observed from curve 1
to 5 are thought to be a by-product of evolution and are caused by variations in the
structure and geometry of the dusty circumstellar environment around the YSOs.
SED 1 represents roughly the less evolved protostellar systems and SED 5 the more
evolved systems which can be approximately reproduced with a blackbody emission
at some given temperature. From: Yudin (2000)
the protostar. These protostellar envelopes tend to disappear in the subsequent
phases of evolution, namely the Class I phase. As a consequence, the SED slope
attens (at-spectrum sources as introduced by Greene et al., 1994). Class I
sources have less superimposed excess radiation emission and decreasing SEDs
from near- to far-IR wavelengths. TTS or Class II sources have less superimposed
excess radiation emission. Their SEDs have already a negative slope and could
be well explained by models of a young star surrounded by a circumstellar disk.
These sources, in particular are the harborers of the planetary formation process
(e.g. Motte & Andre, 2001).
Class III sources, or PTTS do not display any IR excess and their SEDs can be
modeled by normal stellar atmospheres. For further information or a clearer view
6
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on the subject we advise the review by (Williams & Cieza, 2011) or the diskionary
glossary by Evans et al. (arXiv:0901.1691v1).
Supporting evidence for their youth come also from their intrinsic connection
to star forming regions and with typical diagnostics of on-going star formation,
such as molecular outows, molecular hydrogen emission, or the FU Ori phe-
nomenon.
1.3 Multiple star formation
Elucidating as it may be, the picture described in Sect. 1.2 must be considered
as a basic illustration on which we should settle a more complex perspective on
the real phenomenon of star formation.
One of the reasons is the widespread existence of multiple stellar systems. The
fact that there is an overabundance ( 50-60%) of multiple stellar systems with
solar-like primaries in comparison to single systems in the solar neighborhood
(Duquennoy & Mayor, 1991), for example, suggests that core precursors do not
always hold azimuthal symmetry when collapsing to produce a sole protostellar
core (Tohline, 2002). Recent works have indeed shown that a great number of
Class 0 protostellar envelopes display, early in their existence, very complex non-
axisymmetric structures (see e.g. Tobin et al., 2010). These envelope asymmetries
(see Fig. 1.3) are thought to partially result from the initial cloud structure (Stutz
et al., 2009), but can be as well a by-product of forces, such as anisotropic radi-
ation or magnetic elds (Goncalves et al., 2004) or even turbulence, which start
to become relevant after the formation of the molecular cores (see Machida &
Matsumoto, 2011).
In order to explain the observations and the formation of multiple bound-cores
in a robust way, asymmetric models slowly started to arise and acquire relevance
and further observational validation. In this more realistic picture, the dynamical
evolution of a collapsing cloud leads to the break-up of the initial core into dif-
ferent fragments that will eventually condensate separately, if individual physical
conditions for the collapse are met. Then, as the YSOs evolve toward the Main
Sequence, the turbulence (Li et al., 2003) and the increasingly stronger magnetic
elds start shaping the protostellar disk (for a detailed review see Larson, 2003).
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Figure 1.3: The protostar CB 230: NH3 (1,1) integrated intensity map displaying
a strong asymmetric distribution in the 8 m extinction band. The protostar is
marked with crosses, and the outow direction, in color, is drawn from the main
protostar. From: Tobin et al. (2012)
In parallel to the above local conditions, which aect principally the evolu-
tion of individual cores into main sequence stars, large-scale macroscopic events
will also take place within the entire molecular cloud which will also have a deep
impact into the statistical characteristics of multiple stellar systems. These mech-
anisms will deeply format the growth of cloud cores into stellar sources and will
dene the characteristics of the typical stellar population produced during the
initial stages of cloud contraction all the way till the nal establishment of the
observed congurations (see e.g. Tohline, 2002; Bender, 2006). Thus, important
constraints can be imposed by observing the binary separations distribution and
comparing it with what is expected to nd using the fragmentation models avail-
able. The early (single or multiple) fragmentation history of molecular clouds
can also be traced back in time by examining the overall distribution of angular
momentum or angular size of multiple systems.
In order to best explain the intervening mechanisms and processes for the
8
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single and multiple systems formation within a large molecular cloud two models
have been growing in importance over the years. They rely on dierent physical
and conceptual contexts for the collapse: the quasi-static fragmentation and the
turbulent fragmentation (Tohline, 2002; Stahler & Palla, 2005). In the following
subsection we shortly present an overview of the two alternative scenarios.
1.3.1 Larger-scale aspects of multiple star formation
As stated in the previous section, a more realistic perspective of star formation
shall consider the macroscopic factors occurring within the molecular cloud and
which aect core formation in the interstellar medium.
Observations of the secondary masses of multiple systems and their compar-
ison with the initial mass function (IMF) of single eld stars have lead to the
conclusion that both the primary star and its less massive companions in multi-
ple systems are drawn from a sole IMF that ultimately matches the characteristic
IMF of a cloud. The IMF of each prestellar core is therefore determined most
markedly by the prominence of one large scale fragmentation process (see for
example the reviews by Tenorio-Tagle & Bodenheimer, 1988; Elmegreen, 1992;
Kennicutt, 1998). Unfortunately, observations, so far, did not provide any awless
clue that can give preference of a specic mechanism over the other.
The quasi-static fragmentation is the slow-passed large-scale version of the star
formation model from Sect. 1.2. It describes the whole formation of individual
bound-cores as a steady process driven by ambipolar diusion which can endure
 106 yrs or even 107 yrs if only linear perturbations in the cloud are taken into
account (see e.g. Shu et al., 1987; Mouschovias, 1991), (for recent 3D models see
e.g. Ciolek & Basu, 2006; Kudoh et al., 2007). In this scenario, gravity and self
pressure are balanced overtime by thermal emission and rotation of the optical
thick cores. The core rotation will induce active magnetic elds, which will refrain
the collapse of the in-falling ionized particles. These particles will collide with
the more rapid neutral particles, slowly giving pause to the rapid accretion of
matter (both ionized and neutral) to the central cores. Since bound-cores are
built over such a wide time interval in the quasi-static model, they gradually
become supercritical with masses higher than the Jeans mass. Core collapse, in
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this scenario, is, therefore, controlled by the interplay between compressive forces
(gravitation and pressure connement) and restorative forces (thermal energy,
rotation, and magnetic elds) in such a way that cores maintain quasi-stable
equilibrium near the Jeans limit for periods as long as 106 yrs.
Suggestively, Lada & Lada (2003) observations showed that molecular clouds
are much less ecient ( 1 - 5%) in producing low-mass cores precursors to stars
than high mass cores precursors to clusters, result that only a slow motion frag-
mentation process could produce. Quasi-static collapse predicts the low velocity
dispersions (v  cs being cs the mean velocity of the cluster and v the individual
velocity of each core) and spatial distributions that are observed in the nearest
star-forming regions (e.g. Goodman et al., 1998; Lada et al., 2008).
But some standing conicts arise in this scenario. Recent observations have
provided clear evidence for the existence of a large population of very low mass
stars with masses much lower than the Jeans mass. If the time scale for core
formation is as large as this model envisions this kind of stellar population would
be unlikely to be found. Additionally, this model also fails to predict the high
velocity dispersions found in the denser clusters in the solar neighborhood. In
order to achieve such high velocity dispersions (v 10cs), resultant from a strong
individual bound-core interaction within a collapsing cloud, cores have to be
formed earlier and not after a million of years or more.
Alternatively, to take into account these redundancies, another model was sug-
gested, the turbulent fragmentation model (see Nakano, 1998; Hartmann, 2001;
Bate, 2009). In this scenario, bound-cores are made supercritical (mass above the
Jeans limit) much more rapidly, in a process that lasts no more than  105 yrs.
The restorative forces that maintained equilibrium (large-scale magnetic elds,
thermal pressure) are completely overwhelmed by the turbulent motions within
the molecular cloud, which will give space for gravity and pressure connement
to fastly drive core collapse.
When turbulence subsides, star formation has already taken place while dy-
namical evolution within the molecular cloud is occurring in large scale. The
decrease of the collapse timescale postulated by this theory is observationally
backed by the relative absence of nearby pre-collapse molecular clouds. Accord-
ingly, the age-spread of YSO in the SFR in the solar neighborhood is also very
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Figure 1.4: Star cluster formed from the fragmentation of a 500 solar mass molec-
ular cloud. Protostars are represented by the small white dots. From Bate (2009)
small peaking at a few  106 years (Elmegreen, 2000; Hartmann, 2001, 2003)
which is in agreement with a rapid fragmentation scenario. One of the most sug-
gestive results of this scenario is the ability to reproduce the characteristic small
IMF observed in molecular clouds (see Kennicutt, 1998; Luhman et al., 2000)
and therefore the overabundance of very low mass stars such as brown dwarfs in
relation to other stars in clusters and SFR.
Binary formation must depend on the large scale physics of star formation.
The observed properties of multiple systems such as their maximum size or the
distribution of their angular momentum must indicate the moment and frequency
of binary fragmentation. Dynamical evolution after fragmentation should also be
dependent on the overall stellar density or the velocity dispersion of the SFR.
In the other hand, important constraints on the macro-physics of star formation
process can be determined by examining the overall binary properties. The preva-
lence, age and maximum size of wide binaries will also provide clues on the rate of
the dynamical interactions acting on a SFR (for an illustration of the large-scale
fragmentation process within a molecular cloud see Fig. 1.4).
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1.3.2 Small-scale aspects of multiple system formation
Leaving the whole macro-physical controversy, we should now lean over the more
specic process in which multiple systems are formed. Indeed, as we have seen
before, not only macro-physical processes within molecular clouds format multiple
systems' congurations and properties. And concerning this subject there is
precisely a whole fauna of formation models that, individually, are able to explain
dierent observed aspects of multiple systems. As we will see further in this
work, any decent model of multiple star formation has to take into account all
the observed systems, unless it will be just a partial envisage of the real process.
In this sense, besides the required parametrization and characterization of the
formation models, there has been a hot debate over the models that best explain
the multiplicity distribution at dierent spatial scales: some of the models best
explain binary formation at small distance scales (<100 AU) and others models
best address binary formation at large distance scales (>100 AU) from the central
object.
To cut it short, there are fundamentally four contending fragmentation models
(see e.g. for the next two subsections Bonnell, 2001; Tohline, 2002; Stahler &
Palla, 2005): the prompt collapse, the circumstellar disk truncation, the ssion
and the (less probable) capture scenario. For a clearer view, lets make a zoom in
the rst two, the most accepted scenarios so far.
1.3.2.1 The prompt collapse
The prompt collapse model has been growing in importance over the last two
decades and it seems to produce robust results essentially in the formation of
wide binaries. In essence, it can be divided into two categories which describe
collapse under dierent rotational or density initial conditions:
Homologous collapse - In this type of collapse, a quasi-equilibrium, at-
tened cloud with signicant rotation starts to undergo free-fall collapse unto a
isothermal spatial-centered region. No signicant forces balance the collapse,
such as the restorative forces (thermal energy or magnetic elds for instance)
referred in previous subsections. According to this model, fragmentation unto
12
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dierent non-axisymmetric instabilities must occur in this phase, when rapid
condensation nds no resistance from thermal pressure. Indeed, while this wide
sector gradually becomes a denser region, Jeans criticality is met in the central
core and probably in other sectors of the small cloud. As time passes, the
geometry of the cloud will be gradually modeled by rotation, which will promote
further collapses in other parts of the cloud. These regions have to be isothermal,
unless the collapse will not be eective in the predicted timescales provided by
the classical smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) simulations (see e.g. Maury
et al., 2010, and references therein). This fact questions whether this mechanism
is ecient in building tight binaries since isothermallity is maintained much
longer at large distances from the central object and not as close to the central
core.
Non-homologous collapse - In this model, the rotational energy of the enve-
lope is almost negligible. The inward and the outward forces will be balanced for
a long time (thermal energy  gravitational energy), building-up a steep density
gradient between the center and the edge of the core. This mechanism will lead
to the rapid formation of a small central core, massive enough to drive accretion
of the surrounding material.
Free-fall collapse is not expected to promote fragmentation, according to cur-
rent simulations. But, at a certain point, when the cloud, already attened by
rotation-driven motion, settles into a quasi-static scenario, fragmentation may
start occurring. Homologous collapse would be a good solution in this case, be-
cause it predicts local uctuations to promote ever-growing Jeans masses within.
Binary companions could be therefore built in small over-density regions that
would have arisen due to the rotational-forced attening, as soon as the critical
Jeans mass was reached. Under the non-homologous conditions, however, the
lack of a suciently powerful rotation torque would prevent the attening and
therefore prevent large reservoirs of mass from being formed.
An important result obtained from simulations is that prompt fragmentation
is not as ecient under non-isothermal conditions, where the gas warms up under
gravitational compression and resists further the collapse. As a consequence,
13
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prompt fragmentation is only expected to be eective for core-dimensions above
the 100 AU where the temperature regime is thought to be isothermal (Bonnell,
2001; Tohline, 2002).
1.3.2.2 Disk Fragmentation
An alternative scenario for binary formation is based on the concept of disk
truncation.
In this scenario, following the gravitational collapse of the molecular material
into a central body, the resultant physical conditions reach a point in which are
nally able to hydrodynamically control the collapse. The remaining material
around the protostar displays, at this point, a at conguration due to the overall
increased rotation of the system and start to be consolidated into a circumstellar
disk. This disk will serve as the reservoir of material originated in the envelope
which, at earlier times, used the disk to accrete material into the central body. In
the initial steps of this phase, the disk is called active because its thermal energy
suers a steep increase due to the heating from both accretion from the disk and
stellar radiation. Angular momentum is dissipated from the disk into the central
body via accretion events. Accretion is inecient and only 2/3 of the accreted
material actually accretes, while the remaining matter is ejected co-axially in
the direction of system's rotation within powerful outows. Residual envelopes
start slowly dissipating due to the combination of the growing radiation pressure,
accretion and outows.
This theory of binary formation states that if the disk accretes material from
the envelope at a rate much faster than the one it accretes into the central object,
then its mass would reach the limit in which it would loose stability (Toomre 1964)
and fragment to form a bound secondary. In this case, given the mass of this
new object, accretion would start occurring towards both objects, primary and
secondary, which could grow to masses up to a stellar regime. The range of disk
sizes, provided by observations, suggests that the disks characteristic radii and
the correspondent accretion radii is around  50 - 100 AU (Watson et al., 2007).
Close binary formation is, thus, best explained using disk truncation models,
rather than prompt fragmentation. Attending at the small number of sub-stellar
14
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companions observed so far, we understand that this process must occur at the
earliest times, in the star formation succession of events. Since material is fastly
suering mass transportations, tight bound-cores will only reach the stellar regime
if they accrete before all the material gets pumped into the primary. If the
disk has not matched the over-density conditions, as previously described, it is
not expected to be able to do it at later ages (i.e. at the time of protoplanet
formation) because the disk will not be suciently massive to build stellar mass
objects (Andrews & Williams, 2005b) anymore.
The properties of known close binary systems can help explain, therefore,
the pristine formation history of protostars and proto-binaries. The interplay of
primary/ secondary mass potential wells will denitely constrain the distribution
of nal mass ratios, which in their turn provide some insight on the relative
epochs for disk fragmentation and envelope accretion. The characteristic sizes of
the primeval disk uctuations can also be probed, even if migration occurred, by
studying the binary separation distribution as it is observed nowadays.
Addressing the evolution of separations in young multiple systems, several
studies (Patience et al., 2002; Connelley et al., 2008) suggest that tight bina-
ries are born with wide separations and that signicant dynamical evolution
pushes these systems together until they assume the range of separations
characteristically observed in tight Class I/ II and MS binaries. An alternative
explanation (e.g. Machida et al., 2007) give hints that spectroscopic binaries
may be born very close in spatial scales (. 75 AU) but then gradually tend
to wider congurations as a by-product of dynamical evolution within pristine
systems. Both scenarios presented are intrinsically dependent on the condi-
tions and timescales of the initial fragmentation of the molecular cloud and of
the lifetime of the Class 0 phase (for a detailed discussion see Maury et al., 2010).
In Chapter 5 we probed the existence of close binaries at very young ages. Our
results suggest that they may well be a by-product of the initial fragmentation
occurring in the molecular cloud. More details can be found therein. This work's
contribution and future studies in the same line of work will certainly contribute
to the above discussion. In case a large population of close binaries is uncovered
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then a more comprehensive physical explanation should be developed in order to
explain their occurrence at such young ages.
1.3.2.3 Recent envisioned mechanisms of multiple star formation
Currently, it is still unclear whether the rst phase of cloud collapse generates
intrinsically single sources or multiple systems. A few innovative approaches and
competing star formation scenarios are being proposed to account for the observed
multiplicity of PMS and MS populations. Recent hydrodynamic simulations of
protostellar collapse and disk formation (Bate, 2009) considering radiative feed-
back from already formed protostars, for example, suggest that multiplicity is the
typical outcome of solar-like star formation. This scenario is closely related to
the formation of a circumstellar disk and to the formation of hierarchical multiple
systems that evolve dynamically with time.
Alternative simulations using magneto-hydrodynamic models (e.g. Hennebelle
& Fromang, 2008; Hennebelle & Ciardi, 2009) rather seem to indicate that the
early presence of magnetic elds would strongly inhibit initial core fragmentation
and the consolidation of large-scale structures in the disk. These structures when
disrupted would prevent the formation of multiple components in the separation
range from the central object, between 100 and 1000 AU, promoting instead the
formation of very tight binaries (Machida et al., 2007).
Dynamical interactions, which will be discussed in Chapter 5, deserve a small
mention since they are thought, under determined theories, to be responsible for
the disruption of a good part of the multiple systems. There are currently oppos-
ing theories based both on evidence, and there is still no consensus in whether
dynamical disruption is an eective and plausible scenario or not.
One of the great assets of the present work was to provide some hints on the
initial multiplicity and on the existence of tight binaries at very young ages. This
fact may propose a scenario where dynamical interactions play a major role in
setting the nal conguration of multiple (single) stellar systems.
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1.4 The role of Metallicity
1.4.1 In the formation of multiple systems
There has been over the years the suspicion that metallicity could, in one way
or another, aect the formation of multiple stellar systems. In this sense, many
investigations have been conducted in the last fty years in order to understand
if there were any standing dierences between binary frequencies for metal-poor
and metal-rich (or solar metallicity) stars.
Kopal (1959) and Jaschek & Jaschek (1959), for example, found a lack of both
eclipsing and spectroscopic binaries in globular clusters or amongst high-velocity
dwarfs, respectively. We should note that high-velocity stars are thought to be
objects formed and ejected from existing or dissolved dense clusters - regions
that are less chemically evolved. In the other hand, Partridge (1967) investi-
gating stars from the Gliese catalogue in the solar vicinity (. 25 pc) with large
proper motions, found no deciency of binaries relative to those with low proper
motions. By this time, Abt & Levy (1969) addressing the binary frequency of
68 FG dwarfs with well known photometry, found that the spectroscopic binary
frequency decreased with increasing proper motion. These results were later
conrmed in the study of Crampton & Hartwick (1972) based on even higher
velocity stars. From a dierent perspective, and combining new with previous
data Stryker et al. (1985) concluded that there was no distinction of binary fre-
quencies between Population I (stars concentrated in the disks of spiral arms and
thought to be formed of gas which has been seeded with the heavy elements)
and Population II (stars concentrated in globular clusters or the galaxy's nucleus
which have fewer heavy elements, either by being older or being in regions without
heavy-element predecessors) stars.
In order to fuel even further this open debate, Abt & Willmarth (1987) study-
ing higher resolution spectra featuring the Abt-Levy star catalogue, were forced
to conclude that the metal-rich stars had a spectroscopic binary frequency higher
by a factor of 2 than high-proper motion stars and that even displayed an over-
abundance (2/3 more) of visual binaries.
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Figure 1.5: Binary fraction as a function of spectroscopic metallicity from two
dierent surveys and the combination of the two surveys. From Carney et al. (2005)
It was only with the huge contributions of Carney et al. (1994), whom ana-
lyzed nearly 500 high proper motion stars, and Latham et al. (2002); Goldberg
et al. (2002), whom derived radial velocities from 1464 stars, that this open ques-
tion seemed to nd its apparent conclusion. Within their overwhelmingly robust
sample, they concluded that no relevant dierence in binary frequency between
metal-poor and metal-rich stars could be found. They were supported by the
study of Preston & Sneden (2000) which conrmed these results and even sug-
gested that the binary frequency in metal-poor stars could be even higher than
'normal' stars. Carney et al. (2005), to settle down the issue compared the fre-
quency of eld binary stars as a function of Galactic velocity vectors but found no
strong variation of multiplicity with the overall stellar metal content (see Fig.1.5).
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In a recent comprehensive comparison of these results, Abt (2008) concluded
that binary frequency dierences may well not be real, in the sense that they may
change according to instrumental accuracy or, in other words, radial velocity pre-
cision. He points out that the diering Period distributions of the companions
may be the reason for the measured disparities. He interprets the dierences as a
result of dierent formation and evolution mechanisms where metallicity takes its
toll in dening the typical binary separations. Metal-poor stars show a deciency
of short-period binaries comparing to metal-rich stars. He suggests, based on the
n-body simulations from Kroupa (1995), that environmental dierences within
the maternal star forming regions could account for the binary frequency dier-
ences. He hypothises that if a multiple system is born in a globular cluster or the
remains of a disrupted cluster it could suer rapid dissolution due to the strong
interaction with other in-born multiple systems. Due to the quick disruption,
these high velocity stars would not have enough time for their binary periods
to become shorter as it is supposed due to interactions occurring within a dense
cluster environment. In contrast, disk eld stars or stars in old open clusters
would have enough time to build-up many short-period binaries.
While suggestive, there is still a lot of work to be performed on the eld
in order to establish a robust scenario and clear the conceptual bridge between
metallicity and stellar multiplicity. The same does not seem to occur with the
planet formation scenarios.
1.4.2 In the formation of planetary systems
In the past 15 years the wealth of planetary systems found became the major
evidence that planetary formation is common and is strictly associated to the
star formation process.
Planet formation is thought to occur when accretion events onto the young
star begin to cease and the star slowly becomes the only source of disk heating.
At this time, circumstellar disks are still a wealthy source of gas and dust and
will provide the material out of which planets form and through which they
migrate. The approximate lifetime of disks around solar-type stellar precursors is
expected to be around 10 million years (see e.g. Mamajek, 2009; Luhman et al.,
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Figure 1.6: Metallicity distribution and respective frequency for the planet host
with two dierent masses regimes (left panels - giant planets and right panels
neptune-size planets. Extracted from Fig. 9 of Sousa et al. (2011).
2010; Ercolano et al., 2011) so giant planets should be able to form within that
time interval by core accretion followed by the amassment of a thick atmosphere
(see Pollack et al., 1996; Hubickyj et al., 2005).
One of the most relevant physical factors that seems to be of great important
during this process is the metal-content of the maternal circumstellar environ-
ment. Indeed, giant planets are known to be more eciently formed next to high
metallicity stars (see e.g. Udry & Santos, 2007). In the left panels of Fig. 1.6,
extracted from the recent work of Sousa et al. (2011), we can see that there
is a systematic tendency to nd a higher number of giant planets in metal-rich
stars. The same results were not found for lower mass ranges such as neptune-size
objects (right panels of Fig. 1.6).
There are still many open issues concerning the mechanisms that drive planet
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formation. The study of metallicity is one of them and one of the main subjects
of this thesis. In this sense, the recently discovered coeval, moving groups of
young stellar objects in the solar neighborhood represent invaluable laboratories
to study recent star formation and to search for high metallicity stars which can
be included in future exo-planet surveys.
The rst aim of this thesis was to address the metallicity of these very young
regions, just emerging from the star formation process. What makes these young
associations specially interesting is that they must have been formed out of mate-
rial with the same chemical composition as the Sun and the surrounding MS stars.
They may therefore provide hints on several open questions concerning planet-
host stars and planetary formation. They can make us understand, for example,
through their metallicity signature, their galactic origin or, for instance, provide
a nearby sample of young stars where planetary formation could be addressed at
their nal stages.
1.5 Multiplicity and planet formation
Finally, one of the main motivations for studying multiplicity in close young
stellar systems is to understand whether it stimulates or represses planet forma-
tion (Eggenberger et al., 2007; Eggenberger & Udry, 2010; Kraus et al., 2012).
Indeed, the existence of a multiple stellar system instead of a single system in the
planet formation process strongly inuences the circumstellar conditions where
planets are formed (Artymowicz & Lubow, 1994). Disk structure in particular is
most likely to be aected by the presence of a stellar companion. In this context,
the migration of giant planets in the disk or their nal orbital characteristics will
be probably dependent on the distribution and dynamics of the masses of the
entire stellar+circumstellar disk system.
Interestingly, theoretical and numerical studies in the last decade (Moriwaki
& Nakagawa, 2004; Quintana & Lissauer, 2006; Scholl et al., 2007) clearly suggest
that planetesimal growth is not completely inhibited at the heart of circumbinary
disks and that planetary systems analogs to those around single systems can in
fact be produced as near as the sub-AU separations from the primary (apastron
distance  0.2 AU). Pierens & Nelson (2007, 2008a,b) suggested that encounters
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with the secondaries may preclude a considerable loss of the most massive
planets which are eventually shot out as runaways. Although still preliminary
these studies have shown that planets can in fact be born and endure stably the
circumbinary disk clearance phase (Zuckerman et al., 2008) at the end of the
star formation process.
1.6 Structure of the thesis
My thesis is divided into four major chapters. In Chapter 2, I review the depen-
dences and the theory used for abundance analysis in solar-type stars and how
we derive stellar fundamental parameters such as Teff , logg, and the microtur-
bulence, t.
In Chapter 3, I will present a study where we derived through an uniform and
homogeneous method stellar atmospheric parameters and abundances for iron and
13 other elements, in 63 Post T-Tauri Stars from 11 nearby young associations.
In Chapter 4, I studied telluric transmission and show how it can be used
to our advantage to derive the best RV precision in protostars in the near-IR. I
will also present a routine developed for an optimized telluric removal even for
observations in which no telluric standards were observed.
Finally, Chapter 5 is dedicated to the application of the RV method to a
sample of protostars. We were able to deliver a technique in which is possible
to achieve a precision bellow the 100 m/s in Class I/ Flat spectrum sources, an
unprecedented result in the spectroscopic assessment of YSO.
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Chapter 2
Determination of fundamental
stellar parameters
Most of the information that we hold dear in Astronomy derives essentially from
our many abilities to study light. Spectroscopy, in this sense, is one of the most
noteworthy techniques. Essentially, it has the ability to provide important clues
on the physics of the sources under study. Most of its milestones rely on the
assumption that any observed electromagnetic spectrum is the result of the un-
ambiguous interaction of a given medium and a radiation eld. The knowledge
of how these interactions operate are the door to assess the underlying physical
scenario of a given astrophysical object.
Absorption lines in the spectra of stars, for instance, arise when light is ab-
sorbed by chemical species that dwell in the upper stellar atmosphere. The ob-
served contrast to the local continuum correspond, therefore, to bound-bound
electronic transitions within atmospheric atoms, ions and molecules. Hence, spec-
tral properties, such as the depth or the full width half maximum of spectral lines,
depend intrinsically on the characteristics of the star. They provide important
constraints and information on the physics and chemistry of the harboring atmo-
sphere.
The present chapter's objective is to describe a particular method for analyz-
ing spectroscopic data, and to derive stellar fundamental parameters, the eective
temperature, Teff , surface gravity, logg, the Iron abundance [Fe/H], and the mi-
croturbulence, t in solar-type stars. It relies basically on the use of the equivalent
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widths (EW)s of a list of weak spectral lines to obtain their underlying species'
abundance.
I will shortly summarize the conceptual ideas behind the method under which
we extract information out of the EWs. The dependence of the line's properties
on the dierent stellar physical quantities will also be shortly reviewed.
The relative success of this method is based on the assumption that the stel-
lar atmospheres under study are in local thermodynamic equilibrium. A brief
overview on the physical meaning and implications of this approximation is pre-
sented.
2.1 General concepts and approximations
Local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) is the approximation most commonly
used to properly address the study of solar-like atmospheres. It assumes that
the local properties (mass density (r) and temperature T (r)) of the atmospheric
medium are constant and in equilibrium. The principles of conservation of hydro-
dynamics (mass, momentum, and energy) are locally applied. Radiation arises as
the output of collision-driven events which have the ability to excitate or ionize
the existing chemical populations. The expected energetic output of an enough
dense environment in LTE is the black body radiation, B(T (r)).
Under this collisional regime, the number density distribution of any atom
over all its discrete excitation states can be given by the Boltzmann excitation
equation,
nj
ni
=
gj
gi
exp[ (Ej   Ei)=kT ] = gj
gi
exp[ hij=kT ] (2.1)
ni being the number density/cm
3 in level i, Ei the excitation energy, ij =
Eij=h and gi the statistical weight.
In the other hand, the number density distribution of an element over its
ionization states is given by the Saha ionization equation,
NI
NI+1
= ne
UI
2UI + 1
(
h2
2mekT
)2exp[EI=kT ] (2.2)
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UI is the partition function of a particular ion, EI the ionization energy, NI
the particle density of ions in the I ionization state. ne and me are respectively
the electron density/cm3 and the electron mass.
The dependence on the particle density in both equations will dene the limits
for which the LTE regime ceases to be valid. In the stellar case, as atmospheric
density drops or, for instance, temperature rises, scattering processes start to take
over the collisional transitions. Radiation is able, under those circumstances, to
escape the interaction with the rareed gases of the atmosphere. The LTE ap-
proximation, then, becomes growingly less relevant. For solar-like stars such as
the FGKM stellar spectral types, the LTE assumption is a very good approxima-
tion and has enabled the spectral characterization of thousands of stars.
2.2 Spectrum shape in solar like stars
2.2.1 Continuum extinction
From the moment the light is produced in the interior of the star till it reaches
our eyes, a series of physical processes take place. These processes can change
dramatically the observed shape of the observed spectrum. The continuum level,
for instance, is altered by several extinction processes. Their eciency and opac-
ity is intrinsically dependent on the actual stellar properties such as the Teff or
the Surface Pressure (or surface gravity) as we will see later on in this chapter.
Bound-free, free-free, H  absorption and the elastic scattering by electrons
are some of the most known extinction processes. Combined, they are able to
produce an opaque blanket through which continuum radiation ((over determined
wavelength ranges, see e.g. Gray, 1992)) cannot transpass. The most active
extinction 'lters' in solar-like stars are the HI, He , and most specially, the H 
absorption. The latter is responsible for most of the continuum extinction in the
near-IR and in the optical part of the spectrum. Indeed, because of their low
temperatures, not sucient to fully dissociate the H  ion, dwarf stars are usually
prone to have copious amounts of H . This species has a very low binding energy
and can only perform bound-free and free-free transitions so it does not produce
any spectral lines but rather a spectral band which extends into a wide wavelength
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interval. The extra electron is provided by other elements such as the alkaline,
alkaline earth and some metal elements. Its existence is thus dependent on the
ionization state of those elements (for instance Iron) and on the resultant electron
pressure as given by equation 2.2, NH  = NHpe(T ). TTS and PTTS, as dwarf
solar-type stars precursors, and due to their atmospheric similarities are thought
to be as sensitive as MS solar-like stars to this kind of extinction.
2.2.2 Spectral line extinction
Spectral lines are, as previously mentioned, the result of discrete transitions
(bound-bound) within atoms or ions. They produce an additional extinction
which is superimposed to the extinction of the continuum.
A single spectral line may be produced at dierent optical depths and therefore
may probe dierent geometrically thick layers in the stellar medium. The core of
the line, for instance, is formed in the less deep layers, where most of the elements
or chemical species absorb in copious amounts in contrast to the continuum.
The deeper layers are usually sampled in the line wings which have less relative
absorption. From center to wings the line's intensity distribution displays the
behavior of the overall absorption coecient with depth and the abundance of
absorbers responsible for the contrast observed to the continuum. In LTE, the
relative population of absorbers (atoms, ions) is given by equations 2.1 and 2.2.
Along with the referred intervening factors we shall briey refer that the
dynamics of the material in the stellar atmosphere will also cause irreversible
spectral deformation, through the broadening of spectral features. Some of the
physical reasons for this line broadening, not to be discussed here, are the doppler
broadening caused by thermal or non-thermal movements within the emitting gas,
pressure broadening or Stark eect due to collisions between atoms and molecules
or the Zeeman eect due to strong magnetic elds. These mechanisms along with
the ones shortly explored in the next sections irrevocably dene the nal shape
of spectral lines.
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Figure 2.1: The equivalent width, here W, is the absorbed
ux equivalent to the quantity removed by the line. From:
http://astro1.panet.utoledo.edu/~lsa/_atmos/SAElp05.htm
2.3 Spectral lines - The Equivalent Width
Almost all spectral lines display an unique shape or line prole. An empirical way
to address specic spectral characteristics is by studying their equivalent widths.
The equivalent width (EW) is the mathematical integration of the line prole
along all the absorption depths,
EW =
Z /
0
Fc   F
Fc
d (2.3)
where Fc is the continuum ux and F the ux at a given point of a spectral
line, d the wavelength step of the integration. It is essentially the width of a
rectangle centered on a spectral line, as depicted in Fig. 2.1.
The Saha and Boltzmann equations from the LTE approximation imply that
thermodynamic conditions such as temperature, electron pressure and atomic
constants regulate intrinsically the observed line proles. Although this is strictly
true for weak lines which are strongly dependent on the abundance or column
density of the responsible element, the same does not yield for saturated or strong
lines, as we will see later on.
The inuence of the dierent parameters controlling line strength has been the
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subject of the work by Gray (1992). In the following section we will summarize
the topics that he discusses.
2.4 Parameters controlling line strength
2.4.1 Eective Temperature
By looking to equations 2.1 and 2.2 we understand the dependence of the
equivalent width on temperature. In the LTE regime, a small variation of Teff
will inevitably produce changes in the excitation/ ionization equilibrium given
by the Boltzmann and Saha equations. The populations of the distinct elements
and ions will be altered and, accordingly, the continuous extinction coecient
will also be aected. Because more free electrons will be available due to a higher
metal ionization, the more abundant will be H , and consequently the higher will
be the contribution of H  absorption to the continuum extinction. Under certain
temperature regimes (e.g. dwarf stars) an increase in temperature can cause a
decrease in line strength.
So, because Teff aects dierently the line and the continuum extinction, it is
possible to investigate the variation of line strengths with temperature by tracking
temperature induced changes in the line (l) and in the continuum () extinction
coecients. Lets consider the simple case of a H  absorption dominated solar-like
star, composed essentially of ionized species (the most plausible scenario in this
kind of stars). If we dene R as being the ratio of a line opacity (l) to that of
the characteristic extinction of the continuum () and 
 as the term associated
to the electron pressure (Pe  ctee
T )
R = l= = c
teT
5
2
Pe
e( r+0:75)=kT (2.4)
where T is the temperature, k the Boltzmann constant, and  and I as the
excitation and the ionization potential, respectively. We have for a weak-line of
a neutral species embedded on a neutral medium:
1
R
dR
dT
=
+ 0:75  I
kT 2
(2.5)
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and in the case of weak-lines where the ionic line is embedded in an ionized
medium:
1
R
dR
dT
=
2:5
T
+
+ 0:75
kT
  
 (2.6)
From the above equations we understand the importance of temperature in
constraining spectral line strength in solar-type stars. In equation 2.5, for in-
stance, if I is greater than the  + 0.75, and the temperature increases, the line
strength of a neutral species will be decreased. Spectral lines of ionized species, in
the other hand, will increase in strength, as the temperatures rises. Through the
last equation we also understand the inuence of the electron pressure mentioned
above and reviewed in the next section. An increase in 
 will imply a decrease
in the weak-line strength.
The most important thing to retain, which is important for the determination
of the stellar Teff , relies on the assumption that the Teff does not depend on
the intrinsic characteristics of each spectral line, such as their excitation energies.
When deriving chemical abundances using absorption lines (with a variety of
excitation potentials), the best solution for the Teff is usually assumed to be
found when the same abundance explains all the measured EW from the dierent
lines of the same element.
2.4.2 Surface gravity
In solar-like stars, surface gravity is, other then temperature, the essential reg-
ulator of electron and gas pressure. Indeed, for late spectral type stars, surface
gravity and pressure(s) are directly proportional as we can see through the fol-
lowing expressions: Pg  g2=3 and Pe  g1=3. The strength of spectral lines are
therefore dependent on surface gravity, as long as cool stars are concerned (see
Fig. 2.2).
We can use R from the previous section for determining the diminishing or
increasing strength of a line against the continuum for comparing the diverse
eects of gravity in the line extinction coecient l and the continuum extinction
counterpart .
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Figure 2.2: We can see how the calculated proles of the line FeI 4508 change
for dierent values of surface gravity (log g cm/s2). From: Gray (1992)
The formation of a line associated to the rst case is strictly connected to
the total quantity of the element that is ionized. The line emission coecient `,
similarly to the H  absorption coecient , will be directly proportional to the
electronic pressure.
l = c
tePe (2.7)
 = c
tePe (2.8)
and so for R
R =
l

= constant
Pe
Pe
= cte (2.9)
Since in solar-like stars most of the elements are ionized, the EW of lines
of neutral species do no depend on the gravity conditions. The same does not
happen for lines of ionized species that are gravity dependent as follows,
R =
l

=
constant
Pe
(2.10)
Variations in  are dependent on the process involved in the continuous
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absorption. And the dominant process of absorption is directlly linked to the
temperature conditions in the star. A changing in the Teff will therefore induce
signicative modications on R and on its behavior. When deriving abundances
interpolating amongst solar-type atmospheric model grids, surface gravity is nor-
mally derived by comparing the abundances obtained with an ionized species
with its neutral counterpart because the neutral element will be insensitive to
pressure while the ionized species will be dependent on it. If the same abundance
is found for both species then we were able to reproduce the gravity conditions
of the stellar source. Iron in its neutral (FeI) or in its ionized (FeII) version is
an abundant element in cool stars and, for that reason, is commonly used for
determining logg.
2.4.3 Microturbulence
The concept of small-scale mass movements (microturbulence - t) was created in
order to account for the additional broadening observed in saturated lines that
could not be explained by known line-widening processes. Analogous to thermal
motions of material in the medium, t is thought to be isotropic, of non-thermal
origin and to obey gaussian statistics.
Microturbulence is thought to be the responsible for the signicant Doppler
shifts that reshape the spectral lines. The broadening eect associated to t will
theoretically introduce an absorption coecient that is added to the overall line
opacity. Essentially the concept of microturbulence helps to explain the disparity
between the observed curves-of-growth and the ones predicted for the natural
thermal and pressure broadenings. Microturbulence is usually a free parameter
in the abundance analysis codes. Since it has the ability to alter line shape it
irreversibly aects the nal abundances obtained (Fig. 2.3).
2.4.4 The abundance
The abundance of the absorber responsible for the absorption line is an important
factor in the shaping of a line. The density of atoms or ions are indeed expected
to aect linearly the observed line EW and prole. But, this is valid only for
weak lines, features which have not reached maximum absorption at the core.
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Figure 2.3: Dependence of line strength, represented here as equivalent width, in
y-axis with t From: Gray (1992)
In Fig 2.4 a schematic idea is provided in order to understand this problem.
If the abundance of a certain element rises, the amount of light extinguished
will be increasingly higher. But, when central absorption/ depth approaches the
maximum value (as depicted by the 2 lower voightian proles) the spectral line
starts depending weakly on abundance. As the wings of the line start to become
more and more signicant the EW starts depending on the square root of the
absorbers abundance. One of the reasons for this result is that the wings of
the lines are more sensitive to spectral deformation and to non-LTE processes
occurring in the chromosphere or in the outer regions of the star.
Hence, when computing chemical abundances, a wise selection of the line-
list must be performed. Weak lines are usually the best choice because they
simply scale with abundance linearly and can be explained with very simple
model atmospheres.
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Figure 2.4: The variation of the line prole with dierent chemical abundances.
From: http://orca.phys.uvic.ca/~tatum/stellatm/
2.5 Measuring equivalent widths
The measurement of equivalent widths can be performed using Gaussian tting
procedures within current GUI interfaces. The IRAF data reduction package
provides a very useful tool for that purpose, the splot task.
In splot, the cursor is used to dene two (1; 2) points, between which the
equivalent width is measured with respect to a continuum, assumed to be linear.
In Fig. 2.5 we show how the tting procedure works. We have plotted one
stellar spectrum where Gaussians are being tted to three spectra lines of a well-
selected list. Once the tting is performed the area bellow the assigned continuum
is registered.
This procedure also allows the deblending of dierent superimposed lines with
diverse combinations of Gaussians. The center of the line(s) is also recorded in
order to ensure the identity of the spectral line measured.
2.5.1 Line-lists for abundance determination
The lines that compose line-lists used for abundance analysis must meet certain
requirements. Some of them we already mentioned before. Because the aim is to
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Figure 2.5: IRAF, the splot task and the measurement of the EW of three Iron
(FeI) lines.
derive stellar parameters and abundances, the line-list should be wisely optimized
for producing the most precise results.
The knowledge on how EW varies with all of them is the most relevant factor.
In the one hand, a large range of excitation potentials from the same element will
signicantly improve the Teff determination. In the other hand, because surface
gravity aects more the ionized species of the same element than its neutral
counterpart, the ideal list should feature both species, neutral and ionized. If we
remember from previous sections, once dened the temperature and the electron
pressure, the ratio R = l= should depend only on the value of `.
The quantity of lines is also a major advantage. Specically, when determining
the microturbulence the higher the coverage of dierent EW s the better. This
procedure enables the selection of the converging microturbulence for all the lines
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in the list.
2.6 MOOG and kurucz stellar models
Spectroscopic studies of abundances may be performed by a few codes, MOOG1
being still one of the most notorious. Using LTE atmospheric models it is able to
analyze spectral lines in a diversity of ways and to produce synthetic spectra and
compare them to observations. MOOG follows the LTE basic radiative transfer
approximations within a stellar absorption line as formulated by Edmonds (1969).
Follow as highlighted in the rst page of the MOOG manual:
"The code is written in several subroutines that are called from a few driver
routines; these routines are written in standard FORTRAN 77. One of the chief
assets of MOOG is its ability to do online graphics. MOOG uses the graphics
package Super Mongo, chosed for its easy implementation in FORTRAN codes.
Plotting calls are concentrated in a few routines, and it should be possible for
users of other graphics packages to substitute with other appropriate FORTRAN
commands."
Most of the analysis performed in this study has been developed using the
abnd.par driver within MOOG. Equivalent widths are used in abnd to force-t
abundances with a curve-of growth method. A grid of plane parallel stellar models
is necessary. The model grid and the code ATLAS of Kurucz (Kurucz, 1993), in
this sense, is one of the most relevant beacons on the study of LTE atmospheres.
Taking into account dierent combined sets of elemental abundances (log Z/Z),
eective temperatures and gravities, Kurucz generated an overall grid of possible
atmospheric models. These models assume the validity of certain conditions, like
the fact that stars are in LTE, under hydrostatic equilibrium and that energy
is transported either by convective or radiation processes. Upon the nal set of
models created, 58 million spectral lines are considered.
The resultant grid accounts extended intervals of Teff , logg and abundances:
3500  Teff  50000K; 0:0  logg  5:0; 5:0  log(Z=Z)  +1:0, respec-
1The source code of MOOG2002 can be downloaded at
http://verdi.as.utexas.edu/moog.html
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tively. The oucoming models seem so far able to describe the structure of stellar
LTE atmospheres and their correspondent emerging spectrum.
For these reasons, and throughout the study developed in the next chapter
the Kurucz models were selected and used to describe Pos - TTS atmospheres.
2.7 The determination of the atomic line pa-
rameters
Currently, however, the best determinations of abundance do depend on the abun-
dance of the sun. For being our closest target, it enables the determination of the
precisest atomic line parameters for the some of the known spectral lines. Be-
cause laboratory references are known to present errors, sometimes of the order
of 20% accuracy, it is used as a more reliable reference frame for spectral lines.
By extending the validity of the approximations exposed beforehand in this
chapter, spectral lines shall have more or less the same reactive behavior to local
physical conditions in other solar-like stars as in the Sun. This way, their qual-
itative and quantitative value (e.g., the EW ), may vary depending only on the
specic source under study.
The solar conditions as observed in situ are therefore used for obtaining, via
an inverse analysis, the precise oscillator strength values (denoted as log gf , g
being the degeneracy and f the oscillator strength of the electronic transition)
for a very wide range of spectral lines. For our analysis of next chapter, the solar
parameters were assumed to be Teff = 5777K, log g = 4.44 dex, t = 1.00 kms1
, and an abundance of iron of log(Fe) = 7.47. The signal-to-noise ratio should be
extremely high to actually achieve the most accurate properties of each line (and
namely its EW ).
Following, the oscillator strength values imprinted in the EW are then revealed
after tracing them back to those appointed for the Sun or any other reference
source. Although I have not performed this task myself during this thesis (see
Santos et al., 2004), the line-lists and the specic atomic constants used in this
work have had this same careful treatment. However, these procedures are only
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valid for solar type stars. The premises should be, in any case, distinct if other
temperature regimes are to be considered.
Globally, it turns out that we only derive abundances relative to the Sun as
expressed in the following equation,
X
H

= log

Nx
NH


  log

Nx
NH


(2.11)
where [X/H] is the abundance of the element in the star expressed as a loga-
rithmic ratio between the relative abundance (to hydrogen) of the element seen
in the target, and the relative abundance of that element in the Sun (second
term). This ratio is a convenient way to compare the relative abundances or, for
instance, the dierent metallicities of distinct stellar populations.
Because of the vast forest of Iron absorption spectral lines in solar-like stars,
most often this element is used for chemical abundance measurements. Its abun-
dance is thought to be a good proxy for the overall metallicity of the star.
We shall remember, nally, that determined parameters will always be con-
taminated by errors. Indeed, the continuum seen in Fig. 2.5 is almost never the
real one observed, specially when observing stellar sources other than MS stars.
The fact that spectra have frequently lower SNR sometimes preclude a correct
identication of the continuum. Unaccounted line blends are also some of the
sources of imprecision which in the end are feeded into the nal uncertainty of
the obtained log gf.
2.8 The Method for determining the atmo-
spheric parameters
The spectroscopic method for determining atmospheric parameters is based rst
on the the measurement of the EWs of the spectral lines featuring the spectrum
of the sample and second on the simulation of stellar atmospheric models which
are able to reproduce the physical conditions that produced the EWs observed.
The technique is as follows:
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Step 1 - As mentioned previously, the EWs of the Fe lines of the spectra are
measured using the IRAF splot tool with a Gaussian tting procedure. A EWs
list of the spectral from the line-list is created.
Step 2 - After the measurement of the EWs, atmospheric models based upon
guessed values of the stellar fundamental parameters are created.
Step 3 - This simulated model along with the empirical line EWs list are
afterwards inputed into MOOG which will compute the abundance of Iron that
is responsible for the EWs featuring the theoretical model. The MOOG running
option abnd is used in the determination of the stellar parameters and the Fe
abundance. As previously mentioned, this mode computes line Equivalent Widths
for hypothetical inputed atmospheric parameters and chemical abundances in a
star.
Step 4 - Dierent values for the atmospheric parameters (Teff , logg, [Fe/H]
and t) are then introduced iteratively by the amoeba minimization algorithm in
order to determine which set of parameters satises the line EWs observed in the
spectra of the sample stars. Ideally after some iterations the nal EWs of the
spectral lines featuring the atmospheric LTE model created should reproduce the
EWs empirically measured.
Accompanying these graphical outputs, a list of atomic data (Excitation po-
tential, loggf and chemical abundance) describing the spectral lines which feature
the atmospheric model created is provided.
Through the correct manipulation of the Teff , logg, [Fe/H] and the t pa-
rameters the correlation coecients of the quantities plotted shall slowly become
zero. Once reached the zero slope for the ttings the nal inputed values of the
atmospheric parameters yield an average Fe abundance. This value is the one
that best reproduces the observed spectral lines of the star. Meaning this that
the LTE model created based on the excitation/ionization Fe equilibrium is able
to describe the EWs.
The iterative method to arrive at this outcome involves a step-by-step pro-
cedure in which gradually all the parameters (Teff , logg, [Fe/H] and the t) are
tted and determined.
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In the next chapter, I will show how all this knowledge was brought into
practice for determining stellar parameters in a sample of young stars from 11
associations in the solar neighborhood.
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Chapter 3
Search for associations containing
young stars (SACY)
In this chapter we will present a study where we derived through an uniform and
homogeneous method stellar atmospheric parameters and abundances for iron,
silicone and nickel in 63 Post T-Tauri Stars from 11 nearby young associations.
We further compared the results with two dierent pre-main sequence (PMS) and
main sequence (MS) star populations. Moreover, we compared the observed and
the synthetic Balmer lines on the studied spectra with a dierent line formation
code and atmospheric models. We found that the synthetic proles agreed reason-
ably well with the observed proles, although the Balmer lines of many stars were
substantially lled-in, probably by chromospheric emission. Solar metallicity was
found to be a common trend on all the nearby young associations studied. The
low abundance dispersion within each association strengthens the idea that the
origin of these nearby young associations is related to the nearby SFRs. Abun-
dances of elements other than iron are consistent with previous results on Main
Sequence stars in the solar neighborhood. The chemical characterization of the
members of the newly found nearby young associations, performed in this study
and intended to proceed in subsequent works, is essential for understanding and
testing the context of local star formation and the evolutionary history of the
galaxy.
The fact that solar metallicity is a common heritage in the vicinity of the Sun
is a very interesting result. These are very young regions, just emerging from
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the star formation process. It also provides hints of an outside origin for planet-
host stars which exhibit a higher metal-content. Their improved metallicities
therefore indicate that most probably they do not belong originally to the solar
neighborhood. The following study is part of a paper, already published.
3.1 Chemical abundances of stars in 11 young
associations in the Solar neighborhood
For many years the canonical star-forming regions (such as Taurus, Rho-Oph,
Sco-Cen complex, for instance) were the closest places to study astrophysical
issues related to the (local and recent) star-formation process.
The conrmation by Kastner et al. (1997) of an early suggestion made by
Gregorio-Hetem et al. (1992) that a small group of young stars around TW
Hydrae would form a loose association sharing common characteristics such as
age, distance, x-ray emission level and radial velocities, showed that young stars
can be found at a much closer distance than previously thought.
Since then, a dozen of young nearby associations have been identied
(see reviews Zuckerman & Song (2004); Torres et al. (2003, 2008)). These
associations are valuable laboratories to study recent star formation in the solar
neighborhood.
Thanks to the proximity, they may yield precious clues that can lead to a
better understanding of a wide variety of current open issues concerning the
formation and evolution of planetary systems.
Because typical ages of these groups match the timescales for disk dispersal
(e.g. Spangler et al., 2001) and planet formation (Pollack et al., 1996) they
constitute interesting targets for exoplanet searches.
As previous studies strongly suggest (e.g. Gonzalez, 1997; Gonzalez et al.,
2001; Santos et al., 2001, 2004, 2005; Fischer & Valenti, 2005), planet-host stars
may display a higher metal content. Consequently it becomes relevant to look
for a high metallicity sample among young stars, such as these Post-T Tauri
stars (PTTS), in order to better focus future planetary search projects.
In this context, it is important to carry out a chemical characterization of
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the newly-found loose associations and compare them with the typical stellar
population, both the older MS (Sousa et al., 2008) and the younger PMS (James
et al., 2006; Santos et al., 2008) found near the Sun. That comparison could
lead to a better understanding of the origin of the stellar population in the solar
neighborhood.
In this study we present stellar parameters and chemical abundances for 63
PTTS in 11 young nearby associations, being them the AB Doradus (AB Dor)
(Zuckerman et al., 2004; Torres et al., 2008), Argus (Torres et al., 2008), 
Pictoris (Zuckerman et al., 2001; Song et al., 2003; Torres et al., 2006, 2008),
Carina , Columba (Torres et al. Torres et al. (2008), " Chamaeleon (Barrado y
Navascues, 1998; Torres et al., 2008; Mamajek et al., 2000), R Coronae Australis
association (R CrA) (Neuhauser et al., 2000), Lower Centaurus-Crux (LCC),
Octans (Torres et al., 2008), Tucana-Horologium (Tuc-Hor) (Zuckerman &
Webb, 2000; Torres et al., 2000, 2008), and Upper Scorpius (US). Furthermore,
we compare our results with the ones provided by a sample of PMS and MS
population in the solar neighborhood taken from the literature. A subsequent
discussion on the implications of the study is presented.
3.2 Sample and observations
The 63 objects used in this study are listed in Table A.1. They were selected
from Torres et al. (2006) based on the following criteria:
 i) they have been classied as highly probable or probable member of a
given association according to (Torres et al., 2008);
 ii) they show  sin i less than 15 km/s in order to avoid strong line blending;
 iii) to the best of our knowledge, they are all single stars;
 iv) they are young (younger or at Pleiades age) based on the equivalent
width of Li I 6708 line.
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High-resolution (R = 

= 50.000 in both arms) spectroscopic observa-
tions carried out between March and September 2007 were performed using the
DIC#1 390+580 mode with the UVES spectrograph (Dekker et al., 2000) at
the VLT/UT2 8.2-m Kueyen Telescope (Paranal Observatory, ESO, Chile). The
spectra obtained cover a wavelength interval from 4800 to 7000 A with a gap
between  5755 and 5833 A.
Data reduction was performed with the UVES pipeline by carrying out the
usual steps for echelle data reduction. For most of the targets, multiple expo-
sures had to be taken in order to avoid saturation. Once extracted, the multiple
spectra for a given target were put at rest velocity and combined to make a high
SNR (150-200) nal spectra.
The synthesis of the H and the H proles was carried out using the 2D
extracted spectra (i.e., the intermediate pipeline product prior to the merging of
the spectral orders). This step is necessary in order to properly normalize the
regions of the Balmer proles to the relative continuum. We refer the reader to
the work of Ammler-von Ei & Santos (2008) for a detailed explanation of the
dierent steps of the reduction procedure.
The comparison data for MS dwarfs used in this work were taken from Sousa
et al. (2008) (hereafter SOU08) and Gilli et al. (2006) (hereafter GI06) whereas
the WTTS comparison sample comes from Santos et al. (2008) (hereafter SA08).
3.3 Analysis of Spectra
3.3.1 Stellar parameters and abundances
The stellar parameters and iron abundances shown here were determined using
the same methodology described in Santos et al. (2004) and in Sect. 2 of this
thesis. Preliminary work consisted in measuring the equivalent widths (EW) of
a set of FeI and FeII lines (presented in Table 3.1) on the collected spectra using
the IRAF splot tool and a gaussian tting procedure. The line list of the FeI/FeII
species considered was taken from aforementioned paper and is composed essen-
tially by weak lines with an extended range of excitation potentials in order to
ensure a robust tting.
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 ` loggf Species  ` loggf Species
5044.22 2.85 -2.042 FeI 6627.55 4.55 -1.481 FeI
5247.06 0.09 -4.932 FeI 6646.94 2.61 -3.936 FeI
5322.05 2.28 -2.896 FeI 6653.86 4.15 -2.408 FeI
5806.73 4.61 -0.893 FeI 6703.57 2.76 -3.022 FeI
5852.22 4.55 -1.187 FeI 6710.32 1.48 -4.818 FeI
5855.08 4.61 -1.529 FeI 6725.36 4.10 -2.197 FeI
5856.09 4.29 -1.564 FeI 6726.67 4.61 -1.053 FeI
6027.06 4.08 -1.180 FeI 6733.16 4.64 -1.429 FeI
6056.01 4.73 -0.498 FeI 6750.16 2.42 -2.614 FeI
6079.01 4.65 -1.009 FeI 6752.71 4.64 -1.233 FeI
6089.57 5.02 -0.883 FeI 6786.86 4.19 -1.896 FeI
6151.62 2.18 -3.296 FeI 5234.63 3.22 -2.233 FeII
6157.73 4.07 -1.240 FeI 5325.56 3.22 -3.203 FeII
6159.38 4.61 -1.860 FeI 5414.07 3.22 -3.569 FeII
6165.36 4.14 -1.503 FeI 5425.25 3.20 -3.228 FeII
6180.21 2.73 -2.636 FeI 5991.38 3.15 -3.533 FeII
6188.00 3.94 -1.631 FeI 6084.11 3.20 -3.777 FeII
6200.32 2.61 -2.395 FeI 6149.25 3.89 -2.719 FeII
6226.74 3.88 -2.066 FeI 6247.56 3.89 -2.349 FeII
6229.24 2.84 -2.893 FeI 6369.46 2.89 -4.127 FeII
6240.65 2.22 -3.294 FeI 6416.93 3.89 -2.635 FeII
6265.14 2.18 -2.559 FeI 6432.69 2.89 -3.564 FeII
6270.23 2.86 -2.583 FeI 6446.40 6.22 -1.914 FeII
6380.75 4.19 -1.321 FeI 6456.39 3.90 -2.114 FeII
6392.54 2.28 -3.932 FeI 7479.70 3.89 -3.588 FeII
6498.94 0.96 -4.631 FeI 7515.84 3.90 -3.427 FeII
6591.32 4.59 -1.975 FeI 7711.73 3.90 -2.550 FeII
6608.03 2.28 -3.959 FeI
Table 3.1: Atomic parameters (loggf), lower excitation potentials and rest wave-
length of the FeI and FeII lines used.
A spectroscopic analysis was then performed with a recent version (2002) of
the radiative transfer code MOOG (Sneden, 1973) using the local thermodynamic
equilibrium (LTE), constant ux, blanketed atmospheric models, taken from the
ATLAS9 stellar grid of Kurucz (1993).
The four fundamental parameters, eective temperature (Teff ), surface grav-
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Figure 3.1: Individual line FeI (crosses) and FeII (lled circles) abundances as a
function of the excitation potential (top panel) and the reduced equivalent width,
RW = EW/ (bottom panel) for one of the coolest stars in the sample, CD-22
11502 in the US association. In both cases, no systematic dependence of the derived
abundances is seen as a function of these two quantities.
ity (logg), microturbulence (t) and the Iron abundance ([Fe/H]) presented here
were furthermore derived by imposing the Fe excitation/ ionization equilibrium.
In Fig. 3.1 we show an example of the two nal ts (slope  0.00) obtained for
a cool star (CD-22 11502) with a Teff of 4951K. Of particular interest in those
plots is the small dispersion of the iron abundances found.
The errors aecting the parameters were computed through the very same
method as in Gonzalez (1998). Final derived parameters, abundances, and uncer-
tainties are presented in Table A.2. We should point out that the errors displayed
in this study only represent relative uncertainties. They do not assert absolute
uncertainties on the atmospheric parameters but rather underlying errors stacked
to the method used in this study.
In addition to Iron, abundances for Si and Ni were also derived. We refer
the reader to the papers of Santos et al. (2006) and GI06 for a description of the
procedures and atomic line list used. Resulting abundances and errors for these
elements are given in Table A.3. Furthermore, abundance ratios [X/Fe] (with X
= Ni and Si) were compared with those from GI06, who applied the same method,
line list and atmospheric models.
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All abundances displayed here are dierential with respect to the Sun. The
following solar parameters were adopted: Teff = 5777 K, logg = 4.44 dex, t =
1.00 km s 1, log"Fe = 7.47 dex. Solar abundances for these for Si and Ni were
taken from Anders & Grevesse (1989).
Similarly to previous studies on PMS stars (Padgett, 1996; James et al., 2006;
Santos et al., 2008), the microturbulence values obtained for the PTTS studied
here are somewhat higher than the typical ones usually exhibited by MS eld
dwarfs. The reason for these larger values is unknown. It has been suggested
that this may be caused by an enhanced magnetic eld activity known to be
considerably stronger during the pre-main sequence phase (SA08).
We plotted the microturbulence against the various parameters involved in
the determination, such as the Teff , log g, [Fe/H], and  sini in order to de-
tect possible trends which could be at the origin of these higher microturbulence
values. Despite a smooth dependence on the temperature, the cooler the star
the higher the t, it seems that there is no apparent inuence of other factors
such as the  sini of the stars. In this context, we were not able to understand
whether these results come from the intrinsic physics of the stars studied here or,
for instance, from the atmospheric models used.
3.3.2 [Fe/H] correction
Inspecting the atmospheric parameters and Fe abundances shown in Table A.2 we
note that in the temperature range from 4500K to 5500K the determined values
of [Fe/H] suer an overall increase as a function of Teff (Fig. 3.2). This fact is
true for any given association studied. Overplotting the [Fe/H] and Teff derived
by SA08 to our own values we promptly see that the trend reported by these
authors is similar to the one found in our analysis.
The trend shown in Figure 3.2 contradicts the standard idea that stars orig-
inated within the same cloud will show a similar abundance pattern. Therefore,
we believe that the slope seen in Fig. 3.2 is likely to be due to systematic errors.
In this respect, it is known that PMS stars often display an enhanced stellar
activity and the spectroscopic results, like atmospheric parameters, may become
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Table 3.2: Average Fe abundances and standard deviations found in each associ-
ation. If only one star is studied the  displayed comes from the determination of
its [Fe/H]. The average values of [Fe/H] found in the stellar sample of SA08 and
SOU08 are also shown. The columns marked with an asterisk are the corrected
average [Fe/H] and the new  computed according to the method presented in
section 3.2.
Association h[Fe/H]i  h[Fe/H]i* * Nstars
AB Dor -0.01 0.09 0.04 0.05 12
Argus -0.03 0.05 0.02 0.06 7
 Pic -0.13 0.08 -0.01 0.08 1
Carina -0.07 0.04 0.01 0.04 7
Columba -0.05 0.07 -0.03 0.07 6
R CrA -0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 2
 Cha 0.01 0.05 0.03 0.05 1
LCC -0.06 0.05 0.02 0.05 7
Octans -0.09 0.06 -0.03 0.05 1
Tuc-Hor -0.06 0.09 -0.03 0.05 9
US -0.11 0.10 -0.02 0.09 10
Total sample -0.06 0.08 0.00 0.06 63
SA08 -0.08 0.09 0.04 0.06 28
SOU08 -0.10 0.24 - - 450
modulated by stellar spots, strong magnetic elds or NLTE eects. Moreover, as
the star gets cooler, the line blending becomes stronger, causing a possible [Fe/H]
underestimation. An extensive study of the inuence of stellar spots on deriving
stellar parameters can be found, for instance, in Morel et al. (2004).
A possible inuence of the atmospheric models used, optimal in the tempera-
ture window considered, cannot be discarded. However, tests carried out in Sec.
3.3 (see below) do not support such hypothesis. A robust comparison sample with
dierent stellar models is needed in order to understand if the trend observed is a
by-product of the analysis employed or if it has a real origin in the stars studied.
Regardless the origin of this eect, a rst-order correction was carried out by
performing a simple linear least square t to the data points in Fig 3.2. We then
subtracted from all [Fe/H] values the tted relation, assuming that for the solar
temperature no correction was needed. The same correction was applied for the
SA08 metallicities. The [Fe/H] values corrected by this method are shown in the
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Figure 3.2: Teff vs [Fe/H] plot for the stars studied in this work (crosses) and
that of SA08 (lled circles). The solid black line represents a simple least square
t of the initial values found. The slope of the line is of about 0.13dex per 1000K.
The dashed vertical line represents the solar value used as a reference.
asterisked columns in Table A.2 and Table 3.2.
By looking at the corrected results in these two tables we see that a slightly
smaller dispersion within each association is found. However, since we cannot
nd a physical justication for the correction applied above, only the original
(uncorrected) values of [Fe/H] obtained were considered throughout this study.
3.3.3 H and H synthetic proles
To further establish the consistency of the stellar parameters, and more speci-
cally of Teff as determined using the method described in section 3.1, we com-
puted the synthetic proles for the two Balmer lines, H and H. It has been
shown that H-line proles are very sensitive to temperature variations, but quite
insensitive to gravity and metallicity variations (Fuhrmann, 2004, and references
therein). That is the reason why it is possible to derive quite accurate stellar
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Figure 3.3: Observed and synthetic H prole for the star HD47875. The hori-
zontal dashed line represents the assumed continuum. One prole was computed
for a lower limit (dashed line) on all parameters and another for an upper limit
(solid line). The residuals of the yielded comparison are displayed in the lower
panel.
Teff from the hydrogen lines.
Ten stars of the whole sample were used, half of them featured in our analysis
as having Teff lower than the Sun and the other half with approximately solar
Teff .
The proles were calculated with the LINFOR line formation code using
the MAFAGS model atmospheres as described in Fuhrmann (2004) and previous
papers, Ammler (2006); Ammler-von Ei & Santos (2008). We then compared
the synthetic proles with those observed in the stellar spectra. The method used
consisted in picking the Teff , logg, t and the [Fe/H] in Table A.2 to derive two
proles for both the H and H lines for each star in the sample. One prole is
calculated for the lower limits on all parameters and one for the upper limits on
all parameters given by the uncertainty range on the parameters in Table A.2.
This is a good choice since reducing logg and [Fe/H] has the same eect on the
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proles as reducing Teff , which maximizes the eect of the uncertainties onto the
synthetic proles.
Note that the comparison of the synthetic proles to the observed proles is
only valid down to relative ux levels of about 70 percent. Below this value, devi-
ation due to NLTE starts to play a role (Fuhrmann, 2004, and previous papers).
For some stars, the H lines seemed strongly aected by chromospheric emis-
sion, the strongest displayed by CD-361785. The H seems less aected through-
out the whole sample. We decided to probe the inuence of this emission on
the Balmer line wings and implications for derivation of eective temperature by
computing the residuals as displayed in the lower panel of Fig 3.3.
In this plot, the limiting synthetic proles were not subtracted from the ob-
served prole. Instead, an additional synthetic prole was calculated based on
the nominal stellar parameters (regardless of the error bars). This synthetic pro-
le then was subtracted from the limiting synthetic proles as well as from the
observed prole. These dierences are shown in the lower panel of Fig 3.3.
By studying these residuals it turned out that for the chromospherically active
stars H seemed a better choice for conrming eective temperature. However
there are usually many lines in the H region and the wings cannot be properly
traced. Still H can be used to conrm Teff when H becomes useless, e.g. in
the example of CD-361785.
In the two panels of Fig 3.4 we plot the eective temperatures obtained
through the iron excitation/ionization equilibrium against those derived by the
synthesis of the H and H line proles. No clear (and strong) systematic dif-
ference is seen between the Teff derived by the two methods in the temperature
range covered by the stars studied here. It is, therefore, wise to claim that the
relation seen in Fig 3.4 can be extended to the whole 63 stars considered in this
study.
As a conclusion we may assume that the temperatures derived using the anal-
ysis of the FeI and FeII lines agree reasonably well with those coming from the
tting of the H-line proles (with the exception of the star CD-361785) even
though in the case of the latter method another set of model atmospheres and
another line formation code was used. A small systematic temperature dierence
may be present in the data, though not higher than 100K peek to peek. Such
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Figure 3.4: Comparison between eective temperatures derived using iron lines
with those obtained through synthesis of the line proles of H and H. Both solid
lines represent linear least square ts performed to the data (with a slope of  0.9).
For clarity we also show the ideal 1:1 relation (dashed line).
dierence could account for no more than 0.06 dex in the derived iron abun-
dances (propagating the error in the temperature), and cannot thus fully explain
(by a factor of 2) the [Fe/H] trend observed in Fig 2.
We should note, however, that we are considering the eective temperatures
derived using H-line proles as reference. These values are likely also not free
from systematic errors, that could arise from e.g. higher diculties to place the
continuum for the lower temperature stars, or from the lling-in of the prole
for the very active stars.
3.3.4 Astrometric Gravities
In addition to the test performed to the eective temperatures, we checked
if there was any particular dierence between our stellar gravities and those
obtained through equation 1 in Santos et al. (2004), using Hipparcos parallaxes
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Figure 3.5: Weighted distribution of our PTTS sample as a function of [Fe/H]
for each association studied.
(ESA, 1997), hence accurate luminosities and Teff , which enable mass estimation
using evolutionary tracks.
We should rst stress that any conclusion yielded by this comparison should
be taken with caution. The variability of the PTTS analysed, the uncertainties
attached to PMS evolutionary tracks used for mass estimation are amongst
some of the reasons why we must be careful in addressing stellar parameters
coming from evolutionary stellar models. Indeed, stars in this phase of evolution
are experiencing considerable structure contraction which can drive radius, age
and mass estimations completely o the course. At the same time, Hipparcos
paralaxes are not always sucient to perform a whole sample comparison (in
some cases the uncertainties are quite high).
Notwithstanding these considerations, we searched for parallaxe () infor-
mation in the Hipparcos catalogue to compute stellar astrometric masses that
could be used for the gravity comparison. Unfortunately, from the 63 stars of
Table A.2 only 19 featured the catalogue. A whole sample comparison between
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the gravities achieved through the two dierent techniques was therefore not
feasible.
Regardless of this, we estimated the mass for these 19 stars by using the
isochrones of Schaller et al. (1992) and Schaerer et al. (1993) when interpolating
the V absolute magnitudes of Table A.1 with the Teff of Table A.2 in the
resulting Hertzprung-Russel diagram. For the Bolometric Correction we used
the calibration by Flower (1996).
A comparison of the two sets of surface gravities has shown that the parallax
based values are, on average, higher than the ones derived through the use of
FeI and FeII lines. The average oset is of about  0.46 dex, with an rms of
0.32 dex. The values derived using Hipparcos gravities for the 19 stars (average
of 4.80 dex) are clearly strongly above the expectation, while those derived by
the method described in Sect. 3.1 (average of 4.33 dex) are usually within the
expected range of values.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Fe abundance and atmospheric parameters
By analysing the metallicity values of the dierent stars and the relatively small
dispersions obtained (Table A.2) we see that the trend described in section 3.2
rather than limiting the conclusions, it strengthens the notion that the metallic-
ities of all associations studied here have approximately the same value, namely,
around solar (Fig 3.5). The typical standard deviations are within the uncer-
tainty range of the [Fe/H] determinations.
In Figure 3.6 the normalized distributions of the average values of [Fe/H] for
the 11 associations of our sample, and for two comparison samples from SA08
and SOU08 are shown. As we can seen in this Figure and also in Table 3.3, low
dispersion values (at the level of individual errors) are also found if the disper-
sion of the average metallicity of all 11 associations studied here and the SFRs
analysed by SA08 are considered.
A striking feature of Figure 3.6 is that while the MS population show a broad
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Figure 3.6: Metallicity weighted distribution of the 6 SFR (dotted line) studied
by SA08, of our 11 associations (solid line) and of the 450 MS stars (shadowed
area) in the solar neighborhood plotted as functions of [Fe/H].
distribution of metallicities spanning over more than 1.0 dex, the PMS sample
of SA08 and the nearby young associations overlap almost entirely. Both distri-
butions could be combined without increasing the dispersion in the nal [Fe/H]
distribution.
Table 3.3: Weighted average of the Fe abundance and standard deviation for all
the associations in our sample (Total) and for the sample of SA08 before and after
correction (asterisked columns).
Sample h[Fe/H]i  h[Fe/H]i* * NSFR
Total -0.06 0.04 0.00 0.03 11
SA08 -0.08 0.03 0.06 0.03 6
In summary, the nearby young associations and the SFRs share the same
metallicity. Within the errors, both show solar metallicities with very little
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Figure 3.7: [X/Fe] vs [Fe/H] for the PTTS in the sample (lled triangles) and
for two comparison sets of stars with (open circles) and without planetary-mass
companions (lled circles) in the solar neighborhood from the literature.
(below 0.1 dex) dispersion around the mean [Fe/H] value. Although the exact
formation mechanism of these young associations is not known, our result is
another evidence suggesting that they are somehow all related to the nearby
SFRs (Torres et al., 2008). Our results brings further support to the idea
suggested by SA08 that super metal-rich stars (with metallicity clearly above
solar) found in the solar vicinity may have been formed in inner Galactic disk
regions.
3.4.2 Nickel and Silicon
Several abundance surveys across the Galaxy over the years have shown that
structural components of the Milky-Way (bulge, thin and thick disk and halo)
present characteristic abundance patterns for -elements and iron-peak elements
with respect to Iron and Oxygen (see e.g. McWilliam, 1997; Nissen et al., 2000;
Ortega et al., 2002; Fulbright, 2002; Bensby et al., 2003).
In this sense, we have derived nickel (iron-peak element) and silicone
(-element) abundances for the stars studied here. As in SA08, we choose
these two elements because the list of spectral lines (see Table 3.6) used is not
considerably aected by non-LTE eects. The derived abundances are given in
Table A.3. Additionally, the average abundance [X/H] of all the sample along
with the standard deviations and the average number of spectral lines used for
each species within each studied association is also given in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5: Average [X/H] abundance, corresponding standard deviation and av-
erage number of lines used for abundances determination.
Species h[X/H]i  hNi
Si -0.11 0.1 8.4
Ni 0.01 0.10 23.3
In Fig. 3.7 we compare our results with those from GI06 for a sample of
stars with and without planetary-mass companions in the solar neighborhood.
Because Fe is believed to be a good indicator of the evolutionary state of an
association it is extremely useful to plot [X/Fe] against [Fe/H] as it sets a plane
where we can compare our results with previous studies taking this element as a
reference. From Fig. 3.7 we can see that the abundance ratios of Si and Ni agree
reasonably well with the ratios displayed by the comparison samples. In fact,
in the range of [X/Fe] ratios covered by our sample, there is almost an entire
overlap of the data points of the two studies.
In contrast to the Si, the nickel abundances disagree slightly from the main
trend shown by the comparison sample. Our results are marginally lower than
the ones obtained for MS stars by GI06. At this point, we cannot nd an
explanation for this small discrepancy. It might reect simply small systematic
errors in the analysis.
As concluded by SA08 for the nearby SFRs, our results show that no clear
dierences exist between the abundance ratios of the studied associations and
those of eld stars of the same metallicity. The chemical abundances for the
combined young sample (SFRs from SA08 and the young associations of this
study) seem to reect those of typical thin disk stars.
3.5 Other elements
Other 11 elements had their abundances probed in this study. Although they did
not feature the paper that was published in 2009, their study is worth mentioning
since it reects approximately the same conclusion as the one found for Nickel
and Silicium. In Table 3.6 we may nd the properties of the spectral lines used
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for their abundance analysis. In Figure 3.8 we show the resulting histograms for
all the elements studied, including Nickel and Silicium.
Table 3.6: Atomic parameters (loggf), lower excitation potentials and rest wave-
length of all the other elements lines used.
 ` loggf Species  ` loggf Species
5665.56 4.92 -2.0000 SiI 5783.07 3.320 -0.4600 CrI
5690.43 4.93 -1.8239 SiI 5783.87 3.320 -0.2200 CrI
5701.10 4.93 -2.0372 SiI 5787.92 3.320 -0.1750 CrI
5772.14 5.08 -1.6536 SiI 5305.86 3.83 -2.0450 CrII
5793.09 4.93 -1.9355 SiI 5308.42 4.07 -1.8080 CrII
5948.55 5.08 -1.2041 SiI 5310.69 4.07 -2.2250 CrII
6125.02 5.61 -1.5421 SiI 5388.50 3.370 -1.6289 MnI
6142.49 5.62 -1.5058 SiI 5399.47 3.85 -0.1135 MnI
6145.02 5.61 -1.4306 SiI 5413.68 3.85 -0.4815 MnI
6155.15 5.62 -0.8539 SiI 5432.54 0.00 -3.6345 MnI
6721.86 5.86 -1.1379 SiI 6440.93 3.77 -1.2518 MnI
5512.98 2.93 -0.5200 CaI 5301.04 1.71 -1.9318 CoI
5581.97 2.52 -0.7282 CaI 5312.65 4.210 -0.0200 CoI
5590.12 2.52 -0.7799 CaI 5325.27 4.02 -0.1612 CoI
5867.56 2.93 -1.5986 CaI 5342.70 4.02 0.5843 CoI
6161.29 2.52 -1.2457 CaI 5483.36 1.71 -1.2182 CoI
6166.44 2.52 -1.1518 CaI 5647.23 2.28 -1.5800 CoI
6169.05 2.52 -0.8013 CaI 6093.15 1.74 -2.3615 CoI
6169.56 2.52 -0.5361 CaI 6455.00 3.63 -0.2840 CoI
6449.82 2.52 -0.7077 CaI 6632.44 2.280 -1.8827 CoI
6455.60 2.52 -1.3958 CaI 5082.35 3.660 -0.5406 NiI
6471.67 2.53 -0.8210 CaI 5084.11 3.680 -0.0575 NiI
6493.78 2.52 -0.3925 CaI 5088.54 3.850 -1.0477 NiI
6499.66 2.52 -0.9208 CaI 5088.96 3.680 -1.2757 NiI
6798.47 2.71 -2.4237 CaI 5094.42 3.830 -1.0888 NiI
5239.82 1.45 -0.7595 ScII 5102.97 1.680 -2.7520 NiI
5318.36 1.36 -1.6990 ScII 5115.40 3.830 -0.1986 NiI
5526.82 1.77 0.1303 ScII 5220.29 3.740 -1.2366 NiI
6245.62 1.51 -1.0395 ScII 5392.33 4.150 -1.3002 NiI
6300.69 1.51 -1.9586 ScII 5468.11 3.850 -1.6162 NiI
6320.84 1.50 -1.8386 ScII 5578.72 1.680 -2.6556 NiI
6604.60 1.36 -1.1612 ScII 5587.86 1.930 -2.3925 NiI
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Table 3.6: Continuation
 ` loggf Species  ` loggf Species
5087.06 1.430 -0.8827 TiI 5682.20 4.100 -0.4353 NiI
5113.45 1.440 -0.8601 TiI 5694.99 4.090 -0.6326 NiI
5219.70 0.020 -2.2652 TiI 5754.66 1.930 -1.9706 NiI
5299.99 1.050 -1.4437 TiI 5805.22 4.170 -0.6003 NiI
5426.25 0.020 -2.9872 TiI 5847.00 1.680 -3.4045 NiI
5471.20 1.440 -1.5513 TiI 6086.28 4.260 -0.4776 NiI
5474.23 1.460 -1.3615 TiI 6108.12 1.680 -2.5058 NiI
5490.15 1.460 -0.9788 TiI 6111.07 4.090 -0.8210 NiI
5866.46 1.070 -0.8386 TiI 6128.98 1.680 -3.3665 NiI
6091.18 2.267 -0.4559 TiI 6130.14 4.260 -0.9508 NiI
6126.22 1.070 -1.4123 TiI 6176.81 4.090 -0.2700 NiI
6258.11 1.440 -0.4365 TiI 6177.25 1.830 -3.5452 NiI
6261.11 1.430 -0.4881 TiI 6204.61 4.090 -1.1079 NiI
6303.76 1.440 -1.6038 TiI 6327.60 1.680 -3.0809 NiI
6312.24 1.460 -1.5768 TiI 6482.80 1.930 -2.7905 NiI
6599.11 0.900 -2.0311 TiI 6532.89 1.940 -3.3716 NiI
4589.96 1.230 -1.4935 TiII 6586.31 1.950 -2.7496 NiI
5211.54 2.590 -1.4750 TiII 6635.13 4.420 -0.7352 NiI
5336.78 1.580 -1.5969 TiII 6643.63 1.680 -1.9747 NiI
5381.02 1.566 -1.8861 TiII 6767.78 1.830 -2.1349 NiI
5418.77 1.580 -2.1024 TiII 6772.32 3.660 -0.9586 NiI
5668.37 1.08 -1.0555 VI 5688.22 2.104 -0.6253 NaI
5670.85 1.08 -0.4724 VI 6154.23 2.102 -1.6073 NaI
5727.05 1.08 0.0043 VI 6160.75 2.104 -1.3161 NaI
5727.66 1.05 -0.8894 VI 5711.09 4.346 -1.7055 MgI
5737.07 1.06 -0.7825 VI 6318.72 5.108 -1.9957 MgI
6090.21 1.08 -0.1549 VI 6319.24 5.108 -2.1791 MgI
6216.35 0.28 -0.8962 VI 8712.69 5.932 -1.2041 MgI
6285.16 0.28 -1.6576 VI 8736.02 5.946 -0.2240 MgI
6452.31 1.19 -0.8239 VI 8923.57 5.394 -1.6517 MgI
6531.42 1.218 -0.9208 VI 6696.03 3.143 -1.5702 AlI
5304.18 3.460 -0.7250 CrI 6698.67 3.143 -1.8794 AlI
5312.86 3.450 -0.6300 CrI 7835.31 4.022 -0.7282 AlI
5318.77 3.440 -0.7600 CrI 7836.13 4.022 -0.5591 AlI
5480.51 3.500 -0.8800 CrI 8772.87 4.022 -0.4248 AlI
5574.39 4.450 -0.5200 CrI 8773.91 4.022 -0.2118 AlI
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Figure 3.8: Histogram of the [X/H] of the PTTS in the sample and for two
comparison sets of stars with planetary mass companions (dashed histogram) and
without planetary-mass companions (lled histogram) in the solar neighborhood
from the literature.
As the reader may see from this last histogram there are some observed trends
in some of the elements studied. While most of the species studied present in av-
erage values around the expected solar values for sources without planetary-mass
companions, Cromium and Manganese do present some clear mixed behavior be-
tween the two comparison samples. Analysing carefully the spectral lines of these
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elements in each spectrum we understood that most of the trends found were due
to the poor quality (too much noise) of the spectral lines used. So we think that
most probably these trends were completely random and meaningless. Magne-
sium, in the other hand, displays a standing discrepancy with both comparison
samples. The spectral lines were sharp and clear in all the spectra analised so till
now we could not nd a clear explanation for this behavior.
3.6 Conclusions
In this work, we have determined precise abundances for iron, silicium and nickel
and 11 other elements for 63 stars belonging to nearby young associations. While
the main aim of this study was to search for a high metallicity sample within
these associations, we were unable to detect any metal over-abundance in the
combined sample of young stars (from this paper and those from SA08) where
[Fe/H] has been derived.
Because both groups of WTTS and PTTS of the two samples have not
experienced signicant spatial displacements, our results imply that the high-
metallicity stars harboring planets were not formed in the solar neighborhood
but were instead carried to their present position by the galactic dynamical
forces.
The Ni and Si abundances derived here are compatible with the general trend
observed for the thin disk stellar population.
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Chapter 4
Telluric correction in the near-IR
The impact of the earth's atmosphere on the observations in the IR (1 - 5 m)
is an unavoidable fact for ground based spectroscopy. From 900 to 5500 nm there
is a whole fauna of eects which contaminate observations in the traditional
IR bandpasses: the J, H, K, L, and M lters. Water vapor (H2O), Carbon
dioxide (CO2) or Ozone (O3) are some of the most abundant molecules that
dominate the spectrum in this wavelength range. Either in absorption or in
emission their vast ro-vibrational line systems are usually found to be intricately
superimposed with the signals of the desired astronomical objects. Depending
on the particular wavelength set considered, other molecules, such as the nitrous
oxide (N2O) and methane (CH4) will also strongly aect the spectrum shape in
the IR. In Fig. 4.1, we display an example of 4 dierent IR domains where the
atmospheric transmission losses can be attributed to dierent molecules. This
image is an output of an atmospheric code developed by Hughes Sana and Alain
Smette at ESO which I used throughout my stay in Chile. It has the aim of fully
describing the observed telluric lines at any given UT observation date down to
a precision of 96-98%.
At this point, we should consider that telluric absorption and emission have
dierent physical reasons to be observed. The earth's lower atmosphere (<60km)
resembles an enclosed blackbody both absorbing and emitting radiation as to
maintain thermal equilibrium. A considerable part of the emission, for instance,
arises from the thermal cooling of the atmosphere, principally at wavelengths
above the 2300 nm. Observational conditions (such as ambient temperature)
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Figure 4.1: Telluric transmission synthetic spectra in 4 wavelength domains.
H2O, CO2, CH4, CO, N2O and O3 molecules were considered to produce these
plots. Starting wavelength in each graphic is respectively 1.60, 2.25, 3.50, 4.10 (in
m).
and instrumental congurations (e.g. slit width) will determine how strong and
extended will these features be. Fortunately, most emission lines and radiation
are uniform and present a at distribution across a vast region of the near-IR
and mid-IR spectra. These specic characteristics enable the use of nodding, in-
situ tting and subtraction techniques to accurately remove this kind of telluric
contamination. Absorption features, in the other hand, are much more dicult
to remove. The relatively dense and molecular-rich earth atmosphere leads to
a complex transmission spectrum, both time and location dependent. The con-
centration of molecules is constantly varying along with the temperature and
pressure of atmospheric layers where these species are located.
The most common way to overcome these kind of \pollution" and to access
the spectra of our astronomical objects is to observe a 'telluric standard star'.
Most often, bright O and early A stars are used for this purpose. Being virtually
featureless in the near-IR, despite some strong hydrogen lines in very determined
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Figure 4.2: Process of telluric signature removal. The extracted spectra of a
science target (A) is divided by the spectrum of a telluric standard star with the
same exposure time and observed closest in time (same airmass) (B). Lower panel
exhibits 'cleaned' nodded spectrum (C).
regions, they oer a clean telluric transmission spectrum almost completely bereft
of metallic stellar lines. If the telluric standard is observed close in time and with
the same airmass as the science object it is possible to obtain an approximately
similar absorption spectrum of the atmosphere for both targets. These are im-
portant constraints for observations since optically thin lines change linearly with
airmass and the atmospheric prole (T, species) varies drastically with time. Once
we have a telluric, the natural operation for removing the imprinted atmospheric
transmission is to divide or subtract the science target spectra by the telluric
standard star spectra (Fig. 4.2).
Naturally, this calibration nurtures several disadvantages which present their
most severe eects in corrections applied to low resolution observations. This
idea has to do with the fact that contiguous lines are not resolved and become
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indistinguishable. For higher resolution it is easier to distinguish atmospheric
lines and bandpasses from the continuum. In resolutions above 20000 it becomes
easier to describe the underlying atmospheric scenario and to distinguish the level
of saturation of spectral lines. This is important because the characteristics of
a feature in a science target, coincident in wavelength with a saturated telluric
line cannot be recovered, even at low resolution. Additional disadvantages are
the brightness of the standard that should be high as to not limit the SNR of the
nal spectra. The distribution of these sources in the sky is uneven and scarce,
being often dicult to nd a bright early type star next to your science target.
The extra time that should be wasted in observing the tellurics standards is also
an important constraint, since they have to be observed approximately with the
same exposure time and with the same airmass in order to ensure a precise match
between both sources. Unaccounted spectral lines in the telluric star is another
source of unexpected contamination. It is out of the scope of this work to debate
the full consequences of an imprecise telluric removal.
So far, we have been discussing the limitations of observing in the near-IR,
however, atmospheric transmission can be also used to the observer's advantage.
If correctly tted and found, telluric spectral lines can be used as a reliable wave-
length reference map. Wavelength calibration in the IR has always been dicult
to achieve. Only in the last few years has it been possible to use in-situ lamp
cells with enough spectral coverage which can be used for wavelength calibration.
Nevertheless, the use of atmospheric lines for the same purpose has suered out-
standing progresses lately. Works such as (Figueira et al., 2010b; Blake et al.,
2010) or Crockett et al. (2011) are some of the most interesting examples. They
have shown that a precision of less then 50 m/s (or even 10 m/s in Figueira et
al.) could be achieved in dedicated wavelength intervals using atmospheric lines
as wavelength calibrators. This means that the planetary regime is within reach
for IR spectroscopists.
The present chapter is dedicated to the description of the processes of telluric
removal specically used in the work with the protostars presented in Chapter
5. Apparently just an innocent continuation of a previous study on radial ve-
locities, the data available for the protostars revealed to be more than a match.
The observation of the protostars, in the rst hand was non-optimal. Since it
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was a pioneer work there was a standing diculty of predicting the outcome
of stellar spectra. In the end, we found that the protostellar data were tightly
blended to telluric spectral lines (see Chapter 5). Telluric removal was undoubt-
edly necessary but no telluric standard was observed on a periodic basis. And
when observed there was no care for the airmass and time lapse of the obser-
vations, fundamental conditions for eectively performing telluric removing as
explained above. The telluric transmission was strongly imprinted in the near-IR
data and it was impossible to directly assess the protostellar signal. Although our
knowledge was practically null on the subject we independently performed some
approaches which empirically lead to successful results. We have undertaken a
signicant study on the available data in order to assess clean telluric spectra and
to derive radial velocities for a sample of protostars.
4.1 Telluric removal with O stars
In resume, and in view of the present chapter, it is worthwhile to summarize the
main characteristics of the observed data (see Sect 5.2.1 for a detailed explana-
tion of the observed data). In total, we disposed of almost 114 spectroscopic
observations in the K band (reference wavelength in Detector 3 =  2287.1 nm),
each one of them composed of 4 nodded exposures. The protostars were observed
with CRIRES, the IR cryogenic high resolution spectrograph (see Chapter 5 or
Kaeu et al., 2004a, for a more detailed view on the instrument). In CRIRES,
the light is projected onto 4 Alladin detectors, which means that the nal number
of images ascended to over 1824 images, which had to be analyzed independently.
As previously referred, only a few of these images had telluric standards observed
at the same airmass and approximately at the same time. However, most of the
protostars lacked completely this additional data. In Fig. 4.3 we plot the spectra
of an O star as observed in the rst detector (DET1) within our observational pro-
gram. The resolution of this particular observation was of 60 000, the airmass
was 1.066, at a slit-width of 0.3. This region is heavily populated by atmospheric
lines.
The current image is a real time picture of the sky at the time of the obser-
vations. If observations were taken with an increased exposure time, or distant
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Figure 4.3: O star telluric standard spectra as observed in DET1.
in time to the presented image the depth of the spectral lines could be radically
dierent. As an illustration of this time eect, in Fig. 4.4 we show the division
of two consecutive nodding positions. As we may see, slight changes (7-8 min) in
the physical conditions aecting the column density of a certain molecule in the
atmosphere will produce considerable artifacts in the nal image after telluric re-
moval. Signicative dierences will arise even within consecutive observations. It
is important therefore to address carefully each observation in order to minimize
possible pollutions of the nal spectra.
Starting with the simplest case, where there is almost no dierence in airmass
and species' density between the telluric and the stellar image, we should theoret-
ically expect to obtain a clean stellar spectrum. In Fig. 4.2 we already depicted
such an ideal case. The telluric contamination in the nal cleaned image is unim-
portant enough to be negligible. The same result does not occur when the time
dierence starts to become an important factor. If no telluric calibration spectra
are available it will be necessary to shift and scale the closest telluric observation
to match the airmass and the sky's elements abundances of the science image.
We designed for this purpose a telluric removal routine (called sphynx ) written
in pyraf that performed a series of tasks and that was able to produce corrected
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Figure 4.4: Result from the ratio between two nodded spectra taken consecutively
with a time dierence of one minute. Some of the most prominent features in this
image are a consequence of the broadening of the telluric lines from one spectrum
to the other.
stellar spectra for most of the dates of the observations. The procedures were
organized as follows:
1. input data: science spectrum and a telluric spectrum;
2. nd the t to both continua;
3. cross-correlation of the telluric and the object to nd a shift between both
spectra;
4. shift of the telluric spectra to the radial velocity of the science target;
5. scaling of the telluric line's intensities to the ones of the science target;
6. division or subtraction of the science target by the telluric frame;
7. iterative comparison and selection of the nal results;
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8. recovery of the original target ux level by multiplying the cleaned spectrum
by the average continuum of the input spectrum.
A short walk-through is necessary to further understand the concept of sphynx.
First, science and telluric spectra enter the routine and a search for the function
that describes the continuum level is performed. This action is performed by
tting polynomials (splines) to both continua separately. For the tellurics we used
a cut-o of 1  above the t and a 3  bellow the t and for the protostellar sources
a 0  and 1  respectively. We found that protostellar spectra were better tted
using higher order polynomials (from 3rd to 5th) in contrast to telluric spectra
which could be easily tted using rst or second order polynomials. The cause
for such result was that, in general, the shape of the continuum in the science
spectra was slightly more irregular. After obtaining the parameters of both ts,
We subtracted the tting polynomials from the spectra. The average continuum
should be around zero. The nal ux level of both continua are furthermore
compared so that their shape did not dier signicantly. The initial ux levels
were saved into the header of each *.ts image. The next step which, for the sake
of clarity, we divided into items 2, 3 and 4 was performed by cross-correlating
the spectrum of the relevant telluric with that of the science target. The nal
objective consisted in nding the best velocity shift (in either pixels or wavelength
scale) and the most precise scaling factor in line strength in order to accomplish
the best match for each source-telluric pair.
For the cross-correlation we used the fxcorr IRAF task and the well dened
regions in the spectra where the most prominent telluric spectral features lied.
The purpose was to minimize the inuence of stellar features in the nal correla-
tion prole. An indication for the width of the telluric lines has to be provided in
order the algorithm to understand when to stop correlation before reaching the
consecutive spectral lines. The central peak of the correlation curve indicates,
in the end, the relative shift between the two spectra. In order to evaluate the
goodness of the shift obtained, sphynx performed the ratio between the object
and the calibration spectra and computed the RMS in the regions selected for
correlation. The nal product would be achieved through the minimization of
the residual RMS. The shift steps were allowed to be mere fractions of a pixel in
order to achieve the best shift.
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At this point, and having corrected the O star spectrum to the radial velocity
of the science targets, enters into play one of the most delicate parts of sphynx,
the scaling operation. This operation has to be performed in order to scale
atmospheric spectral lines of two dierent images observed at dierent times.
Fortunately, in the wavelength range under analysis most of the absorption lines
are due to methane ( 95%). This fact simplies the operations because lines
from dierent elements should scale dierently. If the responsible molecule is the
same then the column density is the same for all the lines (if not saturated).
Essentially, we assumed, in this operation, that atmospheric spectral lines
intensity scale exponentially with the optical depth (s) of the atmosphere,
t(s1; s2) = exp[ (s1; s2)] = [I(s2)=I(s1)] (4.1)
t(s1,s2) being the atmospheric transmission over the path within the atmosphere
from s1 to s2, I(s2) and I(s1) the light intensities at those two given points. This is
more commonly referred as the Beer's law approximation. In more detail, this ap-
proximation postulates that when light radiates into an absorbing and scattering
environment it will loose intensity exponentially at a rate that is dened by the
incoming radiation eld (I0), the path length, the absorbers column density and
the absorption and scattering cross-section, which can be physically translated
into the dimensionless optical depth parameter, (s) presented in Eq.4.1,
(s) =
Z s2
s1
e(s; )ds (4.2)
where
e = scNsc + aNa (4.3)
a and sc being the absorption and scattering cross-sections (cm
2), wavelength-
dependent. Na and Nsc are the number densities (cm
 3) for absorbers and scat-
terers, respectively. We may notice that (s) in Eq. 4.2 may refer to any optical
path between two points in the atmosphere. However, if we want to express the
optical depth only in the vertical direction, the general equation of Beer's law for
the atmosphere ends up,
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Figure 4.5: Schematic gure of a ray of light crossing with an angle  a planar
layer of the atmosphere and being absorbed or scattered. The airmass is the optical
path length ds = dz=cos.
I() = I0 exp( m(z)) = I0 exp( m
Z z2
z1
dz) (4.4)
In this equation, (z) is the vertical optical depth and m is the airmass factor.
The airmass is the optical path length ds = dz=cos. Looking to Fig. 4.5 we
understand the meaning of this last parameter. It is nothing less than the optical
path length. We are here assuming, for simplicity, planar geometry (with an
innite lateral extent) and intensity variations only along the vertical direction,
so e(x; y; z) = e(z).
In practice, this simple Beer's law approximation enables the scaling of the
telluric lines of a hot star spectrum to match the telluric features in an observation
when they are taken at dierent airmasses. Essentially, it allows the scaling
operation to be executed through the manipulation of only two factors, the scaling
parameter which refers to variations in the vertical optical depth (fundamentally,
variations on the abundances of the telluric species) and the airmass ratio of two
given observations,
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Itel = Iobj exp( m(z)) = Iobj exp(mobj=mtel  scale) (4.5)
where Itel is the intensity when the telluric standard was observed and Iobj the
intensity when the object was observed. Naturally they will be dierent because
the airmasses of both observations (mtel and mobj, respectively) are dierent. This
assumption could be easily included in the routine through a series of cycles that
had the purpose of nding the best match between line strengths. The step size
in dscale was set to be as small as 0.1% in line depth dierence. The best results
were obtained as above, by minimizing the residual RMS in the resulting spectrum
after telluric removal. Telluric removal was carried out with the help of the IRAF
task imarith. Because the dimensions of the images (science and calibration)
were the same (1024x1024 pixels) no point interpolation was necessary for this
operation. Interpolation or, for instance, signal degradation to accomplish e.g.
a resolution match between two images usually compromises the quality of the
nal product obtained.
In a rst step, sphynx performs all these operations automatically. Never-
theless, as soon as it derives the best shifts and scalings, it will ask for the user
to input alternative values. The best solutions from the automated steps are
provided.
The resultant spectra are subsequently smoothed with the help of the IRAF
task boxcar using a box three per three in order to better judge the quality of the
calibration. Fig. 4.6 shows some of the output science spectra (not smoothed)
produced through this method. In this case, the middle spectrum yields the
lowest RMS when compared to the other spectra. In contrast, the upper and
lower spectra present considerable residuals imprints which can be a drawback in
a later stage of the scientic analysis.
Finally, after the selection of the best calibration image, the average of the
input spectrum is multiplied to the nal calibrated spectrum and a shinning
stellar spectrum is recovered. It is important to refer that this technique's results
are bestowed when the airmasses of both object and standard are close to similar.
If this condition is not met then alternative methods are required, as we will see
in the next section.
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Figure 4.6: Three possible corrections for the science spectrum are presented.
Upper and lower spectra show clear features that denote an inaccurate correction.
Middle spectrum represents the best-t removal.
4.2 Telluric removal with Phoenix models
An alternative solution to the telluric removal using O or early A stars (discussed
in Vacca et al. 2003) is the observation of solar-like stars (Sp.T G2V) during
the observational program. Maiolino et al. (1996), in particular, unfolded this
correction technique. Their method consisted in using high S/N, high-resolution
solar spectra observed many times at dierent airmasses which would be poste-
riorly Doppler corrected and convolved to match the resolution of the G star's
observations. The telluric correction spectrum would be the product of the di-
vision of the G star spectrum by the solar spectrum. If there is a close match
between both spectra than ideally a telluric standard spectrum, cleaned of stellar
features, will be obtained. However, there are some disadvantages on this partic-
ular method. First, G stars with an accurate spectral classication are harder to
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nd than early stars, principally due to their intrinsic lower luminosity. Second,
due to their lower temperatures, G stars' spectrum is populated with metal lines
which will not be corrected if there is a slight mismatch in their spectral type in
respect to the Sun. The maladjustment worsens with increasing resolving power
and the further the reference star departs from the solar-like type. Because a
higher resolution provides a much better coverage of temperature-sensitive metal
lines it will promptly emphasize the intrinsic discrepancies between the Sun and
any other G star.
In an intent to execute accurate telluric removal in the protostellar targets
that exhibited residual RMS above the 7  threshold using the technique from
the previous section, we stumbled into a new solution analogous in essence to
the correction using a solar like star, recently explained. It consisted in using
best-t Phoenix models (Hauschild et al. 1999) or already 'cleaned' protostellar
spectra resultant from Sect. 4.1 to 'fake' a stellar signal of the same spectral type
as the science target. The purpose consisted in removing this stellar signature
from the observed spectra (with superimposed telluric contamination) through
division and therefore produce valid telluric standard spectra for a specic date
of observations.
These nal telluric spectra (with only telluric lines) would be used a posteriori
to clean the remaining science targets (from now on RST) for those specic dates.
As we will see, this technique revealed to be extremely inecient and a dead-end
in most of the cases. But, nonetheless, very instructive.
4.2.1 Fitting the spectra with Phoenix models
From the previous Sect. 4.1. we had obtained a considerable amount of cleaned
spectra for the majority of the science targets. Disappointingly but not surpris-
ingly with protostars (see e.g. Doppmanm et al. 2003, 2005), most images did
not show any signs of a stellar photosphere. Only 12 protostars of the initial 38
were found to be imprinted in the available spectra.
The tting of these extracted stellar spectra with high-resolution models had
a twofold purpose. One was to carry on the telluric removal for the remaining tar-
gets. The other was to nd the best stellar masks to be used for cross-correlation.
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of the solar metallicity models that can be obtained by
tuning Teff and vsini. Right panel: Overplot of some synthetic spectra (with a
xed Teff of 3649K) (solid lines) with dierent vsini rotations with the spectrum
of the protostar GY23 in one of the dates it was observed. Left panel: The same
but with a xed vsini of 17kms 1 and dierent temperatures.
The later will be more thoroughly contextualized in Chapter 5, within the discus-
sion and presentation of the radial velocity results obtained with the protostellar
sample. The present section details essentially the campaign developed for ob-
taining neat telluric standard images from extracted observations where there
was stellar+photospheric signal.
For this task, we disposed of 6 solar metallicity PHOENIX stellar models
(Hauschild et al. 1999) with Teff ranging from 5650K to 3050K and logg ranging
from 5.17 to 4.52 with the same resolution as our observations. It is important
to say that a rst tting attempt was made using intermediate resolution IR
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spectra (R6000 and a S/N 30-50) provided by the Gemini south observatory
(GNRIS and NFIRS spectral libraries). Clearly, the resolution dierence caused
a serious mismatch. The acquirement of the PHOENIX models became therefore
an important alternative, due to their ability in reproducing the high-resolution
data observed.
We shall recall that my objective here was not to fully describe the protostellar
photopsheres' or circumstellar environment with the use of the best synthetic
models. In contrast to Chapter 3, we ignored the impact that gravity (log g)
produced in the spectra of protostars. We focused exclusively in manipulating
the Teff , vsini, and the excess emission " (emulated by uniform and constant
continuum functions along the y-axis) in order to nd the best tting model
that could reproduce as much as possible the observed spectra of the protostars,
letting the gravity constant. The underlying physical nature of the sources was
not subject to interpretation. The methodology was as follows:
1. normalization of the PHOENIX models and the RST;
2. adjustment of the continuum levels of the models and the stellar spectra
from Sect. 3.1;
3. rotationally-broadening of the PHOENIX models of dierent Teff ;
4. usage of the synthetic models to obtain the best spectral t;
5. shift of the best-t models to the radial velocity of the RST;
6. perform stellar signal removal by subtraction and evaluate the nal telluric
spectra;
7. usage of these frames to carry on telluric removal for that specic date using
the method of Sect. 3.1..
The rst and second steps were essential because the continuum of the pro-
tostars or any observed spectra is tted and normalized according to determined
cut-os coecients (Sect. 3.1). The continuum tting functions are therefore
obtained by approximation as provided by the input parameters. If there is some
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local deviation in regions of the spectra due to noise or some unexpected combina-
tion of prominent spectral features, the nal shape and position of the continuum
will be aected. PHOENIX models, in contrast, are spectra with innite SNR
with no superimposed noise. By adjusting the continuum of the models with
that of the observed spectra by shifting the models' continua we ensure that the
intensity of the spectral lines tted depart from the same continuum level (if
normalized = 1).
The third and fourth steps are basically the tting routine. Teff , vsini and
veilings of the best t models were computed by rotationally-broadening the
above PHOENIX models and standards' spectra of dierent temperatures and
then comparing them with our extracted observations. We obtained for each
temperature a range of models with dierent vsini. In total over 100 models were
produced this way. Broadening rotation proles were taken from Gray (1992)
and the limb darkening coecient was assumed to be 0.6.
In each successive comparison, we varied the rotational velocity introduced
to the dierent synthetic models (vsini interval between models of 1 kms 1) and
computed the residuals to each t by subtracting the object's spectra by the
dierent models generated. The best-t model for each spectrum was selected
through the minimization of the average deviation yielded in this subtraction.
We can see in Fig. 4.7 the superposition of ve models of dierent vsini and Teff
against the spectrum of the protostar GY23.
In Figure 4.8 we show two plots produced under this method. As we can
see from the resulting residuals, in most of the cases, the discrepancies between
model and source could simply be detected by eye. In some situations, the stellar
spectra were clearly less deep than the theoretical models. In reality, the width
of the lines seemed to match, but not the absolute depth in comparison to the
continuum. Young stars' spectral features are often more shallow due to the
existence of veiling, rK . Usually, this radiation is thought to be produced in
the rich circumstellar environment which emits in the same wavelength as the
photosphere of the star. Considering that the spectral coverage of CRIRES is
as small as 500A in its total 4 detectors' extent, the assumption that the veiling
is an uniform function which is constant in the continuum axis is a fairly good
approximation for the wavelength interval in question (Hartigan et al. 1991).
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Figure 4.8: Right upper panel: the best-t model to the protostar VSGG18.
Left upper panel: A t performed with a model with dierent parameters. Lower
panels: Correspondent residuals for each case.
Therefore, to achieve a better match between theoretical and observed spectra
in the situations where the subtraction had been defectuous, we multiplied a
constant function (from cont = 0.4 to 1.0), rK to the PHOENIX models. This
operation produced the eect of decreasing the deepness of the spectra lines. Its
introduction was judged in each situation through the analysis of the residual
RMS after subtraction. In Table 4.1 we present some of the nal parameters
obtained for the best-t models.
The tting procedure was performed in all 4 detectors, wherever there were
protostellar photospheric lines. We found no systematic dierence in the model's
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Table 4.1: In this table, we show in the rst column the Teff of the best-t
PHOENIX models, followed from left to right by the the vsini introduced to the
original synthetic spectra for producing the nal rotationally-broadened template
spectra, the veiling function rK , the date of observation used in the tting proce-
dure, and the dates where the models were used for producing telluric standard
images.
Source Mask Teff [K] vsini [km s
 1] rK tting date RMS dates used
GY23 3649 20 - 28-04-2008 0.14 01-09-2008
GY51 3649 17 - 09-05-2008 0.27 11-05-2008
WL17 3374 15 0.80 11-05-2008 0.34 01-09-2008
IRS34 3374 22 0.65 11-05-2008 0.17 03-09-2008
L1689SNO2 3649 26 0.8 11-02-2009 0.24 22-02-2009
IRS 67 3374 24 0.7 25-08-2008 0.23 23-02-2009
parameters determined between detectors. We mapped, from DET1 to DET4, the
few species responsible for the absorption features observed. In DET1 there is a
Silicon line and a Calcium doublet (easily spotted in the right part of Fig. 4.8), in
DET2 and DET3 there are two Magnesium lines, in DET4 the CO bandhead is the
sole feature observed. We plotted the EWs of all these lines one against each other
but could not nd a consistent trend. We also plotted the nal RMS of the best-t
models but again we did not nd any particular systematic tendency. Apparently,
these four species scale similarly with the parameters used for performing the
tting. While this does not constitute a big surprise for the noisier spectra (since
a considerable range of possible solutions could be tted) it is a very interesting
result in the rst six entries in Table 4.1. Since we did not have the possibility
to generate models with dierent gravities (and CO Equivalent width is highly
sensitive to gravity changes in contrast to other species Doppmann et al., 2003)
the detailed spectroscopic study for obtaining accurate fundamental parameters
in these targets remains a suggestion for a future work.
After having found the best models we corrected them to the radial velocity of
the observation of interest. In the Table above we indicate the dates for which this
procedure was applied. Fig. 4.9 depicts the moment just before the subtraction,
the next step in the procedure. For that arithmetic operation we used the IRAF
task imarith. But not without converging rst the dispersion of both the models
and the targets for each situation using the IRAF's dispcor task. The nal steps
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Figure 4.9: Resulting telluric spectrum using method from Sect. 4.2.1.
consisted in analyzing the nal telluric images. One of the nal products can be
evaluated in Fig. 4.10.
As we may see from this last gure, noise from the original image could not be
removed. The nal consequence was that it would end up being stacked with the
noise of the image of interest. The mean noise will be therefore the sum of the two
means, added in quadrature. In this sense, only in the less noisy frames did this
whole operation yield representative results. Nonetheless, this technique enabled
the removal of the telluric contamination of the last epochs of observations of the
protostars GY51 and L1689SNO2.
4.2.2 A nal note on synthetic telluric spectra
Our experience teaches us that even provided that all the above operations are
optimized to their best performance, full photon noise limited errors are almost
never accomplished. The eort of equalizing airmass and instrumental prole of
the scientic object of interest on the telluric standard spectra will always have
the eect of decreasing the nal SNR of the cleaned images. If it is the case that
telluric transmission has to be removed, then this should be taken into account
when calculating exposure times for realistic observations.
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Figure 4.10: The best-t model to the protostar VSGG18 and the overplotted
spectrum of the star for 26th May 2008.
We have to conclude that weather conditions inuenced determinately the
goodness of the telluric correction. When the climate is wet or turbulent, for
instance, severe residuals arise in the core and the wings of stellar spectral lines
due to the timely instability of telluric spectral lines. Such artifacts can be re-
sponsible almost for a 5-10% increase in the ux level in the line cores. Tellurics,
under these circumstances, should be observed within 30-60 minutes after the
science targets. This outcome may be completely dierent if the weather is sta-
ble and dry. Airmass dierences in these circumstances can almost reach 0.1
and we still can obtain an accurate correction. The time dierence in between
observations of target and telluric yield, nonetheless, the most disturbing eect.
A signicant increase in residuals is usually the nal outcome.
An important factor that should be underlined as well, is the importance of
leveling the continuum of both the calibration and the science targets. We have
done that in a very primitive way. In our case, in particular, we did not want
to gain knowledge on the uxes or magnitudes of our protostars. Nevertheless, if
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that was the case, the studies developed here would be lacking a more complete
and accurate calibration study.
Lately, synthetic transmission spectra have been used as an alternative to
empirical telluric spectra and resulted in very promising results, and much more
convincing than telluric O star observations (Seifahrt et al., 2010a) when address-
ing residuals in the line's core. Although still in its primeval steps and very time
expendable it permits to save precious observing time, extremely important when
observing with CRIRES.
Finally, and as we will see in the next section, telluric transmission can be
used as an advantage to the observer. It provides a more than useful resource
for obtaining dedicated and extremely precise wavelength solutions. But the
wavelength window should be wisely selected.
4.3 The advantages of the imprinted transmis-
sion
The existence of telluric absorption lines superimposed to the stellar spectrum can
also be used to the observer's advantage. Indeed, it provides an accurate spectral
map of the atmosphere at the moment of any given observation. When examining
Fig 4.1, for instance, we verify that there are many resolved atmospheric weak
lines, in very specic wavelength intervals. In that image, we plotted four specially
interesting regions where there were no large molecular vibrational bands. In
these regions, the quality of the telluric spectral lines (sharpness, being weak lines
and resolution) enable the precise assessment of their fundamental characteristics,
such as their center, FWHM, and amplitude. These elements can be further used
to derive precise wavelength solutions. This is a major import because in certain
wavelength domains there can be no better option to derive a precise wavelength
solution. Some of the most prominent and precise alternatives, which are most
relevant in the optical domain, are the iodine cell (Howard et al., 2009) or the
Th-Ar emission lamp (Mayor et al., 2009). Although these lamp/cells enable
precisions bellow the 3 ms 1 in the visible (essentially due to their vast and dense
spectral coverage), in the IR this is not so. While some of the responsibility for
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this fact lies on the poor spectral line coverage of the lamps/cells in question in
the IR, the lack of high resolution IR spectrographs as stable as their counterparts
in the visible is also an important constraint.
As we may know, the spectral line shape, as we observe it when it leaves a
spectrograph, is the product of the convolution of the PSF of the source with the
Instrumental prole (IP) of the instrument. The properties of the acquired data
strictly depend on this correlation, which is variable depending on the instrument.
Usually, optical instruments do not suer severe variations on their instrumental
prole. When in the IR, we should understand that to avoid the contamination
from the environment the instruments have to be aconditionated under protected
conditions. Slight variations on these local conditions may produce consider-
able variations on the IP, sometimes even within minutes time interval (Seifahrt
et al., 2010b). The consequence is a whole range of centering errors, zero-point
instabilities, etc, which aect the nal precision of the wavelength solutions.
It is advisable therefore that the science data and the data used for produc-
ing wavelength solutions are subject to the same IP. Lamps do not meet that
requirement. In the last years, some attempts have been developed and discussed
to circumvent this issue, mainly based on mixed spectral coverages from dierent
origins (see e.g. Mahadevan & Ge, 2009).
In the other hand, telluric spectral lines do, because they pass exactly though
the same optical path and are registered at the same time as the science's spectra.
Of course that the eciency and precision of the resultant wavelength solution
will depend on the resolution and the extent of the wavelength domain of the
instrument. First, because only very dened and narrow lines, with a depth
above a certain threshold, will provide a precise spectral frame from which we
can derive RVs with a superior precision (20-30 ms 1). The centering algorithms,
for instance, are specially sensitive to sharp and deep lines which can only be
delivered with a high resolution spectrograph. Secondly, short wavelength inter-
vals populated with a high density of atmospheric lines will also maximize the
precision of the solution.
CRIRES, due to its superior resolving power and short wavelength coverage
delivered in a single exposure (more on the instrument characteristics can be
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found in Sect. 5.2.1.), is able to provide telluric lines with the optimal charac-
teristics referred above. If the wavelength interval is chosen wisely, taking into
account the most accurate positioning of the telluric lines as provided by HITRAN
(high-resolution transmission molecular absorption database) then the errors on
the line positions can be smaller than 20 ms 1 (see e.g. Figueira et al., 2010b).
Curiously, even higher precisions are within reach. Without the help of the
much more precise cross-correlation technique, some past works (Balthasar et al.,
1992; Caccin et al., 1985) using O2 telluric lines have obtained a precision of
approximately 5 ms 1 (Figueira et al., 2011). The use of telluric features to build
a wavelength solution is now a well-documented technique (Snellen, 2004; Blake
et al., 2007; Figueira et al., 2010b; Blake et al., 2010; Crockett et al., 2011) and it
is highly convenient when gas cells are not available as was the case of CRIRES
at the time of the observations.
When using telluric lines, however, we should remember the premises from the
rst sections of this chapter. The column densities of gases in atmosphere and the
weather conditions are permanently changing, producing a constant variation of
the spectral prole of the telluric transmission. To deconvolve the spectral signal
from the IP of the instrument (Butler et al., 1996) is therefore an extremely
dicult task to perform, simply because half of the equation involved is uncertain.
It follows that is hard to predict the eect it produces in the nal RV precision,
even when correction techniques are applied. In the IR regime, only in the last
5 years has this problem been addressed (Blake et al., 2007, 2010). According to
these works, a signicant increase in precision (almost 200 ms 1) can be expected.
4.4 Conclusion
Concluding, the transmission spectra of the atmosphere oers both an opportu-
nity and a limitation to a precise assessment of the IR spectroscopy. Because
the use of the IR wavelengths is fundamental in many elds of astronomy it is
important to understand and address it properly. Low mass or young stars, for
instance, emit essentially in this wavelength window.
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While it is possible to select appropriate settings where some of the limiting
elements discussed in this chapter are minimized, the presence of the transmission
spectra is unavoidable.
I have shortly presented two methods for telluric removal in spectra of pro-
tostars. Of the methods mentioned, the use of B-type stars as templates is the
most recommended and the most ecient even if the perfect removal remains
unreachable.
In the following chapter we present the rewarding results of building an ac-
curate wavelength solution based alone in atmospheric lines for studying radial
velocities. The improvement in RV precision obtained with this method has
brought most possibly a whole range of new possibilities into the study of the
protostellar radial velocities.
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Finding proto-spectroscopic
binaries
The formation of spectroscopic binaries (SB) may be a natural byproduct of star
formation. The early dynamical evolution of multiple stellar systems after the
initial fragmentation of molecular clouds leaves characteristic imprints on the
properties of young, multiple stars. The discovery and the characterization of
the youngest SB will allow us to infer the mechanisms and timescales involved in
their formation.
Addressing multiplicity in the protostellar ages is for this reason essential to
understand how long and under which physical circumstances do circumbinary
disks and protoplanets persist during the dynamical accommodation of multiple
systems in their early stages of formation. Knowledge of this nature will permit
to dive further into the planetary formation mechanism within multiple systems
which compose the majority of stellar systems found in the solar neighborhood.
Our work aims to nd spectroscopic companions around young stellar objects
(YSO). We present a near-IR high-resolution (R  60000) multi-epoch radial ve-
locity survey of 7 YSO in the star forming region (SFR)  Ophiuchus. The radial
velocities of each source were derived using a two-dimensional cross-correlation
function, using the zero-point established by the Earth's atmosphere as refer-
ence. More than 14 spectral lines in the CO  = (0-2) bandhead window were
used in the cross-correlation against LTE atmospheric models to compute the
nal results. We found that the spectra of the protostars in our sample agree
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well with the predicted stellar photospheric proles, indicating that the radial
velocities derived are indeed of stellar nature. Three of the targets analyzed ex-
hibit large radial velocity variations during the three observation epochs. These
objects - pending further conrmation and orbital characteristics - may become
the rst evidence for proto-spectroscopic binaries, and will provide important
constraints on their formation. Our preliminary binary fraction (BF) of 71%
(when merging our results with those of previous studies) is in line with the no-
tion that multiplicity is very high at young ages and therefore a byproduct of star
formation.
5.1 Introduction
Since the early twenties that there is growing evidence that multiple stars may
be the rule and not the exception. This conception is more recently supported
by observations of Duquennoy & Mayor (1991) who found that the stellar mul-
tiplicity among main sequence (MS) stars in the solar neighborhood may be as
high as  60%. Since then, more rened surveys probed the dependencies of the
properties of stellar systems on physical parameters like age, mass, separation,
and environment. These observations are highly relevant, because there is still
no comprehensive theory that explains the properties of multiple stars and their
relation to star formation. Recently, Raghavan et al. (2010) conrmed that stel-
lar multiplicity decreases with stellar mass (or later spectral type) in the vicinity
of the Sun, a nding that was already suggested earlier (e.g. Siegler et al., 2005;
Lada, 2006). Because the stellar population in the solar neighborhood is dom-
inated by late-type M-stars, this implies that about half of the solar-like main
sequence stars in the solar neighborhood occur in multiple systems.
It is likely that the multiplicity rate of stars is established in the early phases of
star formation or during the dynamical evolution that occurs afterwards (Good-
win et al., 2004; Delgado-Donate et al., 2004; Bate, 2009). And it is plausible
that both initial and environmental conditions constrain multiple star formation,
and play a vital role in explaining their evolution over time, and their relation
to the observed MS stellar multiplicity (Mathieu et al., 2000; Sterzik et al., 2003;
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Connelley et al., 2008; Kohler et al., 2008; Kaczmarek et al., 2011). It is there-
fore essential to probe the stellar multiplicity as early as possible, to gain a full
understanding of the formation and the dynamical evolution of multiple systems.
Ghez et al. (1993); Leinert et al. (1993); Simon et al. (1995); Patience et al.
(2002); Beck et al. (2003) and Duche^ne et al. (2004, 2007) all noted dierences
in the BF of pre-main-sequence (PMS) stars in dierent SFRs. In particular,
the multiplicity of T Tauri stars with ages . 106 yrs, appears to be higher by
a factor of 2 in less dense regions such as Taurus compared to denser SFR such
as Ophiuchus (e.g. Simon et al., 1995; Beck et al., 2003; Ratzka et al., 2005) or
the eld (Patience et al., 2002; Duche^ne et al., 2004). Toward even younger ages,
radio continuum (e.g. Reipurth et al., 2004) and near- and mid- Infrared (IR)
(Barsony et al., 2005; Haisch et al., 2002, 2004, 2006) investigations found addi-
tional evidence for an even higher multiplicity among Class I and Flat-spectrum
( 2 - 5 x 105 yrs) protostars.
On the other hand, Maury et al. (2010) failed to detect companions in a small
sample of 5 protostars at separations 50 <a <5000 AU (a being the semimajor
axis) in a millimeter study of self-embedded, young (Class 0) objects ( 104 - 105
yrs). Taken together with the observations of Looney et al. (2000), the authors
argue that multiplicity in the separation ranges from 100 to 600 AU would only
be dened in a later stage of star formation (namely after the Class 0 phase) and
that early multiplicity in pristine systems may not be as ubiquitous and primeval.
However, all multiplicity studies in the earliest phases of stellar evolution are
plagued with relatively small number statistics. In particular, very little is known
about companions of embedded protostars at the sub-AU separation scales, a
regime impossible to address with conventional imaging techniques. Spectro-
scopic Binaries (SB) may provide additional important constraints on the star-
formation mechanism itself. Tokovinin & Smekhov (2002) and Tokovinin et al.
(2006) estimated the SB frequency in MS stars and inferred that 65% of their
sample of 165 spectroscopic binaries were members of higher order multiple sys-
tems, often found in a hierarchical conguration. Remarkably, the frequency of
SB in multiple systems strongly depends on the orbital period of the SB: 96 of the
SBs with orbital periods shorther than 3 days are in multiple systems, while this
rate drops to 30% for SBs with orbital periods longer than 13 days. The higher
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frequency of spectroscopic system within triple or higher order systems suggests
an imprint of the formation mechanism itself. Spectroscopic pairs may have lost
their orbital angular momentum owing to the presence of a third body that in-
teracts with the inner binary via Kozai cycles and tidal friction (Kozai, 1962;
Sterzik et al., 2005; Fabrycky & Tremaine, 2007). This interaction has the eect
of tightening the spectroscopic binary orbit, while the tertiary would eventually
be evacuated to an outer region of the system. The SB may therefore hold an
important fossil record of (prevailing) initial conditions during their formation.
However, this scenario is not conclusive by itself, and it is not clear at which
evolutionary stage this process operates eciently. Observations are required to
better constrain the detailed mechanisms of how tight binaries are formed at very
young ages.
The rst successful PMS SB detections were performed by Herbig (1977);
Hartmann et al. (1986); Mathieu et al. (1989) and Mathieu (1994) in the Tau-
rus and Ophiuchus SFRs with a radial velocity precision limited to 1kms 1 by
optical high-resolution spectroscopy. Since then, improving instrumental capabil-
ities and better radial velocity precision allowed to address PMS sources and the
lower mass regimes (e.g. Melo, 2003; Covey et al., 2006; Kurosawa et al., 2006;
Joergens, 2006, 2008; Prato, 2007). Only recently, infrared (IR) high-resolution
spectroscopy allowed the search for SB among the youngest, embedded PMS and
the very low mass stars (e.g. Prato, 2007; Blake et al., 2007, 2010; Figueira et al.,
2010b; Rice et al., 2010; Crockett et al., 2011). In particular (Figueira et al.,
2010b; Blake et al., 2010; Crockett et al., 2011) reached a precision of less than
50 ms 1 in PMS stars and very low mass stars. Even the planetary mass regime
may be in reach using high-stability, high-precision IR spectroscopy.
Our own work aims to nd SBs in a sample of 38 Class I/ II protostars in
the SFR  Ophiuchus. We performed a high-resolution IR spectroscopic survey
to derive precision radial velocities (RV) using the NIR spectrograph CRIRES
at the VLT (Kaeu et al., 2004b). We describe our sample, the data analysis
methodology and results in Sect. 6.2.. Sect. 6.3 discusses the RV derived in the
context of the  Ophiuchus SFR and its implications on the formation of SB at
very young ages in general. In Sect. 6.4. we draw our conclusions.
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5.2 Observational aspects and analysis
5.2.1 Observations and data reduction
The arrival of CRIRES (Kaeu et al., 2004b), a high-resolution near- and mid-
IR spectrograph mounted on Antu at the Paranal Observatory allowed for the
rst time to acquire radial velocity measurement precision of a few ms 1 level in
this wavelength window. CRIRES has opened the possibility to look for (low-
mass) spectroscopic companions around young stars that are otherwise too faint
to be observed in the optical because of the extinction caused by circumstellar
material. It also entails improved ability to detect dimmer companions to optical
bright primaries through more favorable ux ratios (e.g. Mace et al., 2009).
This study intends to take advantage of CRIRES to measure radial velocities
in a sample of Class I/II protostars whose multiplicity at larger scales has already
been determined by imaging techniques. The main purpose consists in detecting
radial velocity variations caused by potential close companions and to compare
the overall multiplicity frequency in embedded sources as a function of separation
with those observed for T-Tauri and MS stars from the sub-AU to a thousand
AU scale.
To this aim, a sample of 38 Class I/ Flat spectrum objects was selected from
the near- and mid-Infrared multiplicity studies of Haisch et al. (2002, 2004, 2006).
The main selection criteria was the apparent K-band magnitude of the targets.
As a compromise between the telescope time required to reach the desired S/R
and the size of the sample, this limit was set at K < 11. In addition, we selected
proto-stars from 3 dierent SFRs to allow us a preliminary investigation of the
role of the environment in our measured spectroscopic binary fraction.
In CRIRES the incoming light enters the instrument and is rst directed into
a pre-disperser, after which it is dispersed in a 31.6 lines/mm echelle grating. It
delivers high-resolution spectra (up to 100 000 with the a 0.2"-slit) in the 960 -
5200 nm interval in wavelengths windows of  /70. The observed light is nally
projected into four Aladdin III detectors (4096  512 pixel) separated by  250
pix. The combination of the size of the detectors and the high resolution of the
instrument limits the wavelength coverage of CRIRES, which is considerably
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smaller than that of other spectrographs. Therefore the rst task was to nd
out the best set-up among the 200 available to obtain the most accurate radial
velocities as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio.
In order to estimate the S/R necessary to reach the required precision, we
investigated the amount of information (i.e., number of available spectral lines
and their intensity) by simulating all CRIRES set-ups as described in Figueira
et al. (2010b). In a nutshell, the estimated error on the radial velocity is given by
(Vr) / R [(S=R) < I > n1=2l ] 1, where R is the instrumental resolution,  is the
photon noise error, S/R is the signal-to-noise ratio, < I > is the average depth of
absorption lines, and nl is the number of lines entering in the computation of the
CCF. In order to simulate all CRIRES set-ups, we used the IR solar spectrum
obtained with the Fourier Transform Spectrograph provided by the NOAO
(Wallace et al., 1993). This solar spectrum was convolved with a Gaussian
function and trimmed to match the resolution and wavelength coverage of the
various CRIRES set-ups (for details see Figueira et al., 2010b). Assuming that
only stellar lines deeper than a certain threshold contribute to the CCF, the
above expression was applied to all CRIRES simulated spectra and the quantity
(V r)=S=R was derived as a function of the set-up. This ratio allowed us to
compare the radial velocity error (in a relative way) among the set-ups and
to choose the most suitable one. A few set-ups were identied in the H- and
K-band (see Fig. 1 of Figueira et al., 2010b). Because of the unknown degree of
obscuration of our sample, we selected the K-band set-up.
To derive the absolute error and therefore be able to transform the ratio
(V r)=S=R into exposure times, we had to know the absolute error on Vr
as a function of the S/R for one set-up. Our exposures times were then
computed assuming that an S/R of 20-30 in the setting chosen here would
give a 150m/s error for the set-up former 24/-1/i setting. In practice, this
estimate turned out to be too optimistic. As a consequence, exposure times for
several targets were underestimated. Accordingly, we obtained 15 protostars
with robust RV measurements from the original 38 stars proposed and only 7
sources with multiple RV measurements at sucient S/R. This paper focus on
these 7 multi-epoch targets from the  Ophiuchus SFR, for which we detected
photospheric absorption features. In Table B.1 we present the properties of the
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Figure 5.1: IRAS mid-IR image view on the Ophiuchusa and the location of the
7 multiepoch protostars.
full sample. Additionally, in Fig 5.1 we show the location of the 7 sources in an
IRAS mid-IR image view on the Ophiuchus. An assessment of the evolutionary
status of each sources is presented in the column SED of Table B.1. It follows
the usual YSO classication based on the change of the slope of the SED as a
function of age. Rising SEDs with positive slopes toward mid-IR usually depict
the presence of protostellar envelopes that are generally more massive than the
protostar. These protostellar envelopes tend to disappear in the subsequent
phases of evolution, namely the Class I phase. As a consequence, the SED slope
attens (at-spectrum sources) and then becomes negative towards the Class II
or T-Tauri phase. (e.g. Motte & Andre, 2001).
Our sample was observed between April 2008 and February 2009 with
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a set-up covering a wavelength range of 2254.2 to 2304.7 nm. The center
wavelength reference in detector3 (DET3) was 2287.1 nm. The CO (2-0)
bandhead at 2293.5nm was registered on detector 4 (DET4). Owing to the lack
of reference stars close to our science targets, our observations were carried out
in the seeing-limited mode. Observations were collected under good seeing (
0.8") in 2 nodding cycles (i.e., 4 total independent exposures) 1, with a 0.3" wide
slit allowing a resolution of  60,000 which we found to be the best compromise
between the amount of ux entering the spectrograph and the ability to resolve
the lines of the object and those from the atmosphere. Final S/N ratios given in
Table B.1 were computed on small featureless regions.
The approximate range of masses of our 7 protostellar targets was taken
from Natta et al. (2006) and assumed to be within the interval from 0.18 M
to 1.4 M. Assuming that semi-amplitudes of 500m/s can be measured at a 3
level, we are able to detect companions ranging from several jupiter masses with
periods of one or a few weeks to equal-mass companions (from brown dwarfs
to solar-type stars) with periods of several years. A more detailed study of the
detectability rate similar to the one performed by Melo (2003) will be carried
out at the end of the survey.
In addition to the protostellar data we also collected spectra of telluric
standard stars (featureless early-type B stars) observed with the same airmass
and instrumental setup as our science targets. Multi-epoch spectra of 3 radial
velocity standard stars were collected during the timespan of our observations in
order to study the precision of our RV measurements.
Data were reduced using an optimized IRAF-based pipeline to ensure a
uniform and homogeneous reduction for all targets in the dierent epochs. The
reduction steps in our pipeline were: 1) correction for CRIRES nonlinearity using
ESO on-line coecients and construction of bad-pixel masks, 2) dark-current
subtraction from the ateld images and collapsing into a master at, 3) division
of science spectra by these nal ateld images, 4) subtraction of opposing
nodded spectra for dark-current removal, 5) optimal extraction using the Horne
1In one nodding cycle two exposures are taken in total, one at position A and another at
position B. In the second nod cycle, a third exposure is taken again at position B, then the
telescope is moved back to position A where the 4th exposure is taken.
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(1986) algorithm, 6) telluric signature removal (see Chapter 4) by dividing each
extracted spectrum by the spectrum of the telluric STD stars with the same
exposure time and observed closest in time (same airmass) (Fig. 4.2).
The position of the CCF peak strongly depends on the average center of all
stellar lines used to computed the CCF. Because telluric removal could have
changed the nal line shapes, it is essential to nd the most similar and adequate
telluric spectra so as not to change the protostellar line shapes fundamentally. A
test was carried out to assess the impact of the use of dierent observed telluric
spectra in the derived RVs. First, we performed for a specic date telluric line
removal with the observed telluric standard and the combined science spectra of
protostars where no stellar signal was detected (i.e., only the atmospheric lines
are imprinted in the data). The main conclusion was that small uctuations (.
50ms 1) on the nal RV could indeed be detected. These discrepancies were
found in tellurics that were observed 2 hours after the science target. We found
no relevant dierences in the nal RV when the telluric removal was performed
with tellurics observed within that time dierence. We conclude that telluric
removal as explained here has no major impact on the nal RV.
The extracted spectra were wavelength-calibrated using telluric absorption
lines. We refer the reader to (e.g. Figueira et al., 2010a) or Blake et al. (2010)
for an extensive explanation of the robustness of this technique. The study of
(Figueira et al., 2010a), in particular, showed that O2 atmospheric lines can be
stable down to 10 m/s over long periods of time (6 years).
Basically, wavelength solution construction consists in nding and tting (in
each observed spectrum) the center of telluric lines with low-order polynomials
to match their theoretical value as given by online databases. In our particular
setting, we took advantage of the wealth of CH4 atmospheric telluric lines to
build suitable wavelength solutions for each extracted spectrum. This set of CH4
lines has already been used in previous studies and was shown to deliver precise
RVs in very low-mass stars and in brown dwarves (Blake et al., 2007, 2010). The
reference wavelength of each spectral line was taken from the HITRAN database
with a typical accuracy . 50ms 1, which is well-suited to our purposes, giving
the radial velocity amplitudes expected by the presence of stellar companions.
Spectral features of protostars are known to be considerably broader than MS
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Figure 5.2: Extracted spectra of our Class-I stars as observed in Detector 4. The
data shown here were smoothed for clarity, continuum-normalized and Doppler-
corrected to a null radial velocity.
stars or even class-II stars (Greene & Lada, 1997; Doppmann et al., 2005),
because of their typically high vsini. For this reason, we expected to nd a high
level of blending between spectral features of telluric and stellar origin that could
introduce signicant systematic errors when building the wavelength solution
or determining the RV measurements. To minimize possible systematic errors
arising from the overlap of the telluric with the stellar signal, we combined all
nodded images from each target's observation into a single frame for building
the wavelength solutions. This procedure considerably improved the S/N of the
nal spectra, which is therefore ensured a better identication and tting of
telluric lines and their theoretical centers. This steps assumes that the spectral
characteristics of the atmosphere did not vary between nodded positions (i.e., in
time-scales of 4 min in K-band).
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5.2.2 Data analysis
The RVs in this study were derived using a slightly dierent version of the Figueira
et al. (2010b) pipeline, a two-dimensional (2D) cross-correlation function (CCF)
based on TODCOR (Mazeh & Zucker, 1992). The pipeline of Figueira et al.
(2010b) was specically designed to deliver the RV of the target relative to the
zero-point established by the Earth's atmosphere.
In a 2D cross-correlation using atmospheric lines as a reference, the RV of the
atmosphere (RVsky) and the RV of the star (RVstar) were obtained from the same
spectrum by cross-correlating the observed spectrum with a combination of two
CORAVEL-type masks (i.e., the absorption lines are represented by box-shaped
lines, see Baranne et al., 1996), one mask containing the telluric lines and another
the stellar lines. As mentioned in the previous section, the lines present in the
atmospheric mask use the HITRAN wavelengths as reference. The stellar masks
were built using the synthetic spectra of PHOENIX for stellar type G8V, K2V,
K5V, M1 and M6. The width of the box-shaped line was set by convolving the
synthetic spectra with Gray's rotational proles (Gray, 1992) with the rotational
velocities chosen to adjust the line width of the observed spectra. The limb
darkening coecient was found to be irrelevant so we assumed a standard value
of 0.6.
We stress that dierent combinations of spectral type (i.e., log g and Teff ),
rotational velocity and veiling would well t the observed spectra equally. For
this reason, the process above was useful to set the line center and width and to
generate the box-shaped mask that was used in CCF computation. No attempt
was made to derive the target's Teff and v sin i. To test the sensitivity of our
radial velocities with the stellar mask, we built a new series of stellar masks using
the signal-to-noise spectrum of our RV standards HD129642 (K2V), Gl406 (K5V)
and HD 105671 (M6). We found that changing the spectrum to build the masks
induced RV variations below 100 m s 1, which is within our photon noise.
The best solutions for the RVsky and RVstar were found by tting the 2D CCF
surface (as shown in Figure5.3) with a two-dimensional Gaussian function. The
coordinates of the minimum give RVsky and RVstar. (for a description of the 1D
CCF technique see Baranne et al., 1996).
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Figure 5.3: Resulting 2D CCF for the star Gl406 and telluric lines using an M6
stellar mask and an atmospheric mask, respectively. The best correlation is found
for the atmosphere (RV Mask2) and the star (RV Mask1) at the lowest point of
the function in the z-axis.
In our specic case, the most important aspect of our adapted pipeline com-
pared to the original 2D CCF of Figueira et al. (2010b) is that it uses two spectra:
the one produced after the telluric removal (e.g. spectrum C in Fig. 4.2) when
computing the stellar CCF against a stellar mask, and the original one containing
the stellar and the telluric lines (e.g. spectrum A in the same gure) when com-
puting the atmospheric CCF against an atmospheric mask. Although it uses two
spectra, the process is still performed simultaneously, so that the nal product is
still a 2D function of the velocity shifts of the two templates (see Fig. 5.3). All
wavelength solutions and derived RVs were corrected for the solar system center of
mass following the references given by Bretagnon & Francou (1988). Barycentric
Julian dates were also retrieved according to the same source. The nal stellar
velocity is then given by RVfinal;star = RVstar   RVsky + BERV , BERV being
the barycentric Earth's radial velocity on the UT date on which each target was
observed.
We note that during telluric removal the nal S/N of the cleaned spectrum (C
in Fig. 4.2) decreased to about 20. The S/N of individual nodded positions was
often low. Therefore, with the exceptions of the sources GSS26 and GY23 and
the RV standards, we combined the nodded spectra to form a single spectrum in
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order to increase the nal S/N.
In addition, we also included an algorithm (analog to the continuum task from
the IRAF package) to better t the noisy continuum around each spectral line
used in the cross-correlation. This last procedure had the eect of "cleaning"
the nal shape of the CCF from spurious spatial frequencies introduced by the
incorrect tting of the continuum level in the noisiest spectra.
5.2.3 Results
The RV measurements of stars that possess multi-epoch observations are shown
in Table 5.1 and are plotted in Fig. 5.4 and 5.6. Final RVs come from the 2D
CCFs calculated using the spectral information in the wavelength region of the
CO  = (0-2) bandhead window sampled in DET4 in the chosen CRIRES set-
ting ( 14 absorption lines).
The errors quoted in Table 5.1 were computed as follows. For each indepen-
dent exposure (nodded spectrum), an RV was derived for each of the 14 lines in
the region of the CO  = (0-2) bandhead. A weighted mean was calculated
using the line depth as weight. An average deviation of the 14 RVs was then
computed. The nal  quoted in Table 5.1 is then the average  divided by
N1=2, where N is the number of the total nodded spectra. Errors for GSS26,
GY23 and the RV standards (HD129642, HD105671, Gl406) were computed as
described above. For the remaining targets where we had to combine all available
exposures, the errors presented in Table 5.1 are the RMS of the RVs computed
using the 14 lines. The errors range from around 0.015 (in GSS26) to 1.20 kms 1
in the noisier stars (S/N15).
We caution that the low errors obtained for some stars in Table 5.1 are probably
underestimated. According to Figueira et al. (2010a) and Figueira et al. (2010b),
the precision one can obtain using the telluric lines as zero-point is better than
10m s 1. This is about what we obtain on the RV standards. On the one hand
these low uncertainties are telling us that the systematic errors (target centering,
detector characteristics, etc.) are not dramatically higher than those fund on
the time-scale of our measurements (100 days or so). On the other, they might
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simply reect the low-number of measurements obtained for our targets. A more
realistic estimation of the errors will therefore be obtained later in our survey.
To assess the precision obtained by the method presented here, we computed
the RV for the RV standards Gl406, HD129642, and HD105671. For Gl406, we
obtain 19.730 kms 1 with an internal dispersion of 0.010 kms 1 in all nodded
images. Our results is very close to the published result provided in White &
Basri (2003) of 19.175 kms 1 and to the 19.180.03 km s 1 obtained over 11
measurements (Forveille, private communication). Quite striking is the RV =
-4.59 kms 1 and the low dispersion (0.08 kms 1) obtained in the four dierent
epochs in the star HD129642. Results are plotted in Fig 5.4. An RV precise
value of -4.60 kms 1 is given by Gontcharov (2006). The four epochs obtained for
HD129642 coincide with the temporal window of most of our Class I/II sources.
That they are able to reproduce HD129642 RV during such an extended period
conrms the stability and precision of the results.
5.2.4 Double-check with synthetic models
Another method we applied to investigate if RV precision depended on the quality
of the spectra (more precisely on the vsini, the S/N and possible deformations of
the spectral lines) of the protostars we simulated spectra with the same S/R and
computed the standard deviation for the same RVs (see Blake et al., 2007). In
more detail, using the mknoise task within the IRAF package we added dierent
Gaussian noise seeds (to reach the S/N  20-30 of our combined spectra) to the
rotationally-broadened synthetic models used before and produced theoretical
spectra with S/N that ranged from 2 to 50. We then doppler shifted these spectra
with values of RV in a linear interval of velocities from -20kms1 to -5kms1 to
match the kind of velocities found in the sample spectra. We show in Fig. 5.5 the
transformation of one spectral feature in the initial models to the nal ones used
in this procedure. Final dispersion was determined by deriving the parameters
of the noisy models with the same S/N, vsini and RV of our observed spectra.
In the overall, the RV standard deviations found ranged from around 0.15 (in
GSS26) to 1.20 kms1 in the noisier stars (S/N  10-15).
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Figure 5.4: RV measurements for the STD star HD129642. Error bars come from
the relation <vrad>* N 1=2 being vrad the dispersion of the RV determined in
each nodded image and N the number of individual measurements.
5.3 Discussion
5.3.1 Origin of the CO: photospheric or circumstellar
Protostellar light is often reprocessed in the circumstellar environment and be-
comes contaminated with emission or absorption from dierent origins. Particu-
larly in the near-IR the circumstellar disk is thought to play a central role (Calvet
et al., 1991) in altering the stellar signature because the temperatures of the ex-
cited material emit in the same wavelength as the protostellar photosphere.
For the CO regions, for instance, dedicated studies in TTS with accretion
disks (e.g. Carr et al., 1993; Najita et al., 1996; Luhman & Rieke, 1999) have
uncovered observations of CO overtone bandheads. The presence of inclined
circumstellar disks can aect the shape of observed CO spectral lines that can
exhibit anomalous double peaking proles or depict a wider velocity eld gradi-
ent. These features can be observed mainly in emission, but can also be found
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Figure 5.5: Overplot of a synthetic spectrum without noise and the same spec-
trum once it was feeded with a Gaussian noise to produce a nal SNR of 35.
in absorption (see e.g. Homeister et al., 2006, and references therein) and are
apparently associated with the most active PMS sources such as the Fu Orionis
objects (Hartmann et al., 2004). CO absorption lines can be produced in a cir-
cumstellar disk when its temperature prole depicts a negative vertical gradient
very much like a stellar photosphere (see e.g. Kau et al., 2005).
Nevertheless, because the dynamics of the material in circumstellar disks
present Keplerian velocity proles (Casali & Eiroa, 1996), the CO absorption
of circumstellar nature drastically contrasts with the CO absorption proles of
photospheric origin. High-resolution observations are usually able to separate
both components.
In Fig. 4.7 we showed that our protostellar spectra can be reproduced by
rotationally broadened photospheric synthetic spectra. As an example in this
gure, we rotationally broadened 5 solar metallicity PHOENIX stellar models of
Spectral type G8V, K2V, K5V, M1 and M6 (Teff ranging from 5650K to 3050K)
with the same resolution as our observations and overplotted them with the spec-
trum of the source GY23. The match between the synthetic and the observed
proles is evident. Using dierent sets of models we were able to extend this
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result to all 7 protostars presented in this work. For this reason we believe that
the lines analyzed here are generated in a photospheric environment and that the
RVs found are of stellar origin.
5.3.2 Radial velocities
Table 5.1: Barycentric Julian dates of each target, derived RVs, and nal disper-
sion for each date it was observed. In the upper table the results from each nodded
image are presented. In the lower panel we show the RV measurements in images
of sources that yielded an insuciently S/N after telluric removal and that had to
be combined for better precision.
Source MJD vrad [km s 1] <> Source MJD vrad [km s 1] <>
GSS 26 2454584.63565 -6.97198 HD129642 2454584.62788 -4.48490
2454584.63909 -6.93852 2454584.63176 -4.59242
2454584.63745 -6.94756 2454584.62387 -4.22596
2454584.64087 -6.96722 0.01 2454584.61976 -4.59242
2454595.81134 -6.93863 2454584.63573 -4.60915
2454595.81313 -7.03562 2454584.63931 -4.26827 0.09
2454595.81492 -6.95636 2454595.76527 -4.48264
2454595.81664 -6.89839 0.03 2454595.76193 -4.71534
2454700.50155 -6.98628 2454595.75729 -4.67921
2454700.50334 -6.99655 2454595.75303 -4.64180
2454700.50501 -6.94632 2454595.76937 -4.72930
2454700.50681 -6.86636 0.03 2454595.77303 -4.82873 0.06
GY23 2454584.66269 -11.74129 2454696.51517 -4.59595
2454584.66334 -11.91061 2454696.51934 -4.49518
2454584.66383 -11.61631 2454696.51108 -4.63937
2454584.66435 -11.92826 0.07 2454696.50713 -4.34328
2454595.80848 -6.86636 2454696.52319 -4.60013
2454595.80786 -6.99655 2454696.52733 -4.75527 0.07
2454595.80737 -6.94632 2454712.50231 -4.80776
2454595.80672 -6.82011 0.04 2454712.50480 -4.59263
2454710.51703 -10.14933 2454712.50349 -4.68273
2454710.51638 -9.97590 2454712.50343 -4.72138
2454710.51590 -10.23329 2454712.50391 -4.44132
2454710.51526 -10.11078 0.05 2454712.50429 -4.62820 0.07
Gl 406 2454890.64318 19.73374 HD105671 2454795.13436 -4.20193
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Table 5.1: Cont.
Source MJD vrad [km s 1] <> Source MJD vrad [km s 1] <>
2454890.64215 19.72979 2454795.13447 -4.22028 0.01
2454890.64125 19.74171
2454890.64024 19.70016 0.01
combined images
GY 51 2454584.67379 -10.75198 0.22 L 1689 SNO2 2454699.66023 -7.76361 0.76
2454595.83890 -9.44251 0.35 2454873.87196 -7.26417 0.56
2454597.72588 -6.26190 0.25 2454884.87905 -5.76223 0.92
2454710.527356 -10.18371 0.73
VSSG 18 2454597.88737 -15.89123 0.28 IRS 34 2454597.80272 -7.36514 0.63
2454612.72451 -13.73072 0.32 2454612.80033 -7.17129 0.80
2454733.55090 -17.12639 0.44 2454712.56017 -7.25198 1.22
WL 17 2454597.75984 -5.62187 0.65
2454610.76480 -6.12428 1.10
From the RV measurements presented in Table 5.1 we can see that the range of
values obtained (from  -5.5 to -17 kms 1) seems to indicate that the sources
studied here are indeed from the  Ophiuchus cloud. All targets, with the excep-
tion of VSSG18, are within 3  of the characteristic velocities exhibited by Oph
sources, -6.3  1.0 kms 1 (Kurosawa et al., 2006; Prato, 2007).
The phenomenon of accretion and stellar activity in protostellar ages has the
eect of altering spectral line-shapes. These non-periodical variations change the
line-shape and induce RV variations that can reach amplitudes of the order on
the 2-3 kms 1 (e.g. Alencar et al., 2005). Therefore, although it is possible
that some of the observed RV variations might be caused by stellar activity and
accretion, the amplitude of the variations (' 4-6 kms 1) observed for VSSG18,
GY23, and GY51 suggests that those variations could have been caused by a
spectroscopic companion.
Moreover, for the other 3 proto-stars observed with lower S/R (IRS34,
L1689SNO2 and WL17) low-amplitude RV variations were detected, suggesting
that the RV variations found among VSSG18, GY23, and GY51 might well be
produced by companions. Because the eects of this accretion-driven RV modu-
lation do not persist for long (see ibid), the only way to conrm the nature of the
observed variations is to assess the eventual variations of the orbital parameters.
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Figure 5.6: Radial velocity measurements of the 7 protostars of our sample.
Error bars in GSS26 and GY23 are calculated from the relation <vrad>* N 1=2
being vrad the dispersion of the RV determined in each nodded image and N the
number of individual measurements. In all others targets error bars were computed
as explained in Sect. 6.2.3..
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In particular, variations of the semi-amplitude and/or the phase would indicate
that the RV modulations are likely to be accretion-driven (e.g. Huelamo et al.,
2008).
Finally, concerning VSSG18 alone, all RV measurements are well above the 3
 of the mean of the velocity distribution of Oph from Kurosawa et al. (2006).
VSSG18 average velocity is of -15.873 kms 1, a clear but not extreme outlier
from the local cloud. Based on its spectral energy distribution and spectral index
from previous imaging studies it seems that VSSG18 is indeed a proto-star. Its
deviant RV could suggest that this is long-period SB1 system.
5.3.3 Multiplicity and star formation scenarios
The use of CRIRES along with the technique described in the present work
allowed us for the rst time to carry out a systematic search for spectroscopic
companions at early stages of their formation (below about 1Myr or so). Although
preliminary and covering a small number of objects (7 objects only), the present
paper brings already some interesting aspects concerning the conguration where
those systems are found.
Out of 7 sources, 4 are known to be in multiple visual systems, namely,
L1689NO2 (Haisch et al., 2004), IRS34 (Barsony et al., 2005), GY51 (Haisch
et al., 2006), and GY23 (Elias, 1978; Haisch et al., 2002, 2004), whereas the other
3 targets (GSS26, WL17 and VSSG18) did not have any detected companions in
previous imaging surveys (Haisch et al., 2004, 2006; Barsony et al., 2005; Duche^ne
et al., 2004).
GY51 and GY23 resemble some young multiple systems found in the litera-
ture. The former, is maybe a non-hierarchical system such as HD 34700 (Sterzik
et al., 2005) whereas the latter looks like to be in the typical hierarchical cong-
uration with a tight inner binary with an additional companion which probably
caused the inner orbital evolution of the inner pair (Tokovinin et al., 2006).
The detection of a potential spectroscopic VSSG18 system without visual
companion detected is interesting. If we believe that one possible (or maybe the
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only possible) way to form spectroscopic pairs is through the existence of an ad-
ditional companion, systems such as VSSG18 are valuable because, if conrmed,
they might set time constraints for orbital evolution to occur. Also, they could be
interesting targets for AO-assisted campaigns to look for more close companions.
When we combine the results of our study with those of Haisch et al.
(2004, 2006), Barsony et al. (2005), and Duche^ne et al. (2004), there were 2
single systems (S) amongst the YSO analyzed systems, 3 binaries (B), 1 triple
(T) (1 spectroscopic binary + 1visual companion), and one quadruple (Q)
(1 spectroscopic binary + 3 visual companions). The binary fraction (BF) of
this small sample of protostars (B + T + Q)= (S + B + T + Q) is '71%. This
preliminary result, although based on such a small sample, agrees surprisingly
well with the notion that multiplicity is very high at young ages and therefore it
might be a product of star formation. We advise caution in the interpretation of
this nal BF, however, because it is likely aected by low number statistics and
it requires conrmation with a larger sample of protostars.
Finally, it is important to take into account that our sample of protostars
is mainly composed of Class I/ Flat-spectrum sources with ages around 105
years. This range of ages hardly represents the primordial population of multiple
systems since the time scale for dynamical evolution to destabilize multiple
systems is thought to be as short as  105 yrs (Reipurth & Clarke, 2001).
For this reason, signicant dynamics are thought to take place principally in
the Class 0 phase ( 3 x 104   105 yrs) when the presence of a considerable
protostellar envelope (Andre et al., 1993, 2000) favours the formation of multiple
stellar mass objects. It is curious, though, to notice the wide range of possible
star forming scenarios within even such a small sample of Class I/ II stars.
If these young proto-spectroscopic binaries are conrmed, they would bring a
strong support to the hierarchical formation scenario and put strong constraints
to the time-scale for dynamical evolution of multiple protostars.
Concluding, despite being hard to understand, given our small number of
data points and small sample, which star formation scenario best explains our
results, the detection of spectroscopic binaries at such young ages may require a
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more robust theoretical explanation in the near future.
5.4 Conclusions
We have performed a spectroscopic multi-epoch survey of 7 known protostars in
the Ophiuchus star-forming region in the near-IR. Our main goal was to de-
rive the close-binary frequency of embedded sources where multiplicity is already
known from imaging techniques. We successfully derived radial velocities of Class
I/II sources with an unprecedented precision in the spectroscopic study of pro-
tostars. Depending on the orbital period, our method allows for the detection of
companions within the planetary-mass domain around embedded sources.
We nd tentative evidence for the existence of three spectroscopic multiple
systems out of the total 7 protostars analyzed. With an internal precision in
the range of 0.02 to 1.22 kms 1 we detected clear RV variations on the order of
4 to 6 kms 1. When we combined our results with those of other studies, we
obtain a binary fraction of '71.5% for these systems, which is in line with the
idea that multiplicity is high at protostellar ages. The existence of such young
SBs strengthens the notion that dynamical evolution has already taken place in
the Class I/ II phase (ages  105 yrs).
Future observations are needed to enhance the sample statistics and will aim
to derive the orbital solutions for these SBs if their multiple system status is
conrmed.
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Chapter 6
Future work and prospects
The radial velocity precision attained in this work opens many roads for future
research. New and improved IR instruments are being developed currently in
dierent institutions so many considerable steps in the eld are expected to occur
in the next few years.
The rst natural step for the research studies presented herein is to per-
form the careful radial velocity follow-up of an extended sample of Class-I/Flat
spectrum protostars to derive the overall BF (i.e., at short- and large-scale) of
embedded sources in a systematic way. Our proposal for P89 has been accepted
by the ESO OPC so will have almost 30 hours of CRIRES time.
The idea is to again carry out near-IR high-resolution spectroscopic observa-
tions on the targets that have been previously observed and whose multiplicity
at larger scales has already been determined by imaging techniques. We want to
continue the survey started in epoch 81 (reported above) where 3 radial velocity
measurements were obtained for those 11 targets. This approach will enable us
to conrm the proto-spectroscopic binary candidates allowing to a comparison
between binary frequency of embedded protostars with those observed for
T-Tauri and MS stars. If proto-spectroscopic binaries are conrmed, it would
bring a strong support to the hierarchical formation scenario and put strong
constraints to the time-scale for dynamic evolution of multiple protostars. By
observing protostars from dierent SFRs, we will also be able to check the
environmental inuence on the establishment of the currently observed BF.
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The considerable improvement in the radial velocity precision in the IR may
also set an entire new perspective on the search for protoexoplanets around young
stars. If the inuence of the circumstellar environment in the radial velocity mea-
surements is properly addressed it will be possible, in the near future, to eec-
tively probe premature clumps in young circumstellar disks. The contribution
of the circumstellar disk to the measured radial velocities, however, should be
further studied, in order to establish a fairly consistent link between protostellar
structure and geometry and radial velocity variations.
In this context,and in parallel to the projects presented in the previous chap-
ters, I'm also committed to work with my supervisors in the search for an exo-
planet orbiting the Classical T Tauri star AS 205A. In this proposal the CRIRES
spectrograph was used to look for an eventual protoplanet orbiting the Classical
T Tauri star AS 205A. The star belongs to a visual binary and shows two dis-
tinct periods in light variations of 6.78 and 24.78 days that persist over several
years. The shortest period is due to axial rotation of the star. The 24.78 days
period is consistent to a keplerian orbit of gravitating object within the accre-
tion disk. This object modulates the brightness through variable circumstellar
scattering/extinction due to density waves in the disturbed disk near the dust
sublimation radius.
We proposed to monitor the star during a full period with the aim to detecting
if a periodic variation in radial velocity (RV) is present, and thus determine the
mass of the protoplanet. If conrmed, this will be the rst conrmed detection
of a planet around a young stellar object.
In resume, the high resolution near-IR capability will be critical for protoex-
oplanet searches and characterization. Improvements in velocity extraction algo-
rithms, and telluric correction, are expected to improve even further the achiev-
able precision.
Another work line is to determine dynamical masses for the individual com-
ponents of eclipsing Class I protostellar binaries (edge-on systems) in dierent
SFRs and thereby set really stringent constraints on pre-main-sequence models
at the earliest times. The sources shall be bright enough to be observed with
CRIRES and for getting high SNR spectra in reasonable integration times. With
a resolution of 100,000 or even 50,000, CRIRES has the velocity resolution to get
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radial velocity samples of the component photospheres during a couple of orbits.
The natural solution will be to solve for the sinusoidal variation (with time) of
the component's radial velocities to get the maximum radial velocity excursions.
When having the periods, and knowing the approximate inclination (sin i = 90
deg), it will be possible to solve for the component masses. If photospheric lines
are detected at all, future surveys will be able to estimate eective temperatures
and the surface gravities (by comparing the EWs of the CO absorptions with
those of the NaI + CaI line equivalent widths (Doppmann et al., 2003, 2005).
Once having surface gravity and mass, it is possible to infer their radii. Once
having the radii, we can infer the intrinsic photospheric luminosities, without
the complications of accretion luminosity. So, we'll be able to derive accretion
luminosities, as well. Edge-on systems are complicated for radial velocity studies
since the chances for detecting uncontaminated photospheric lines decrease sig-
nicantly. The pessimist will state that primary sources' light will be reprocessed
most certainly in the circumstellar environment by dust scattering and reection,
directly imprinting the disk motions onto the stellar spectrum. Additionally, the
disk may inuence the radial velocity signature by introducing its own Doppler
pull. Usually these systems are optimal for studying the circumstellar environ-
ment.
Nevertheless, many protostellar systems are indeed very interesting and
dierent and oer a timely opportunity for engaging the above proposed studies.
These are just a few prospects that can be sorted out of an entire new range
of possibilities that lie ahead. It is up to us, IR astronomers, to explore the
various and unexpected paths which will lead to new paradigms on the stellar
and planetary formation eld.
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Appendix A
SACY parameter tables
Table A.1: Stellar objects used in this study, their coordinates, V magnitude,
and the projected rotational velocity  sin i. High probability members proposed
for the dierent associations are identied with an H in the last column. The
remaining stars are possible members (P).
Star RA DEC V  sin i P.
(2000) (2000) (mag) [km s
 1]
AB DorAssociation
CD-12 243 01 20 32.3 -11 28 04 8.43 3 H
CD-40 1701 05 02 30.4 -39 59 13 10.57 6 H
HD 37572 05 36 56.9 -47 57 53 7.84 9 H
HD 37551A 05 37 12.9 -42 42 56 9.55 5 H
HD 37551B 05 37 13.2 -42 42 57 10.65 5 H
CD-34 2676 06 08 33.9 -34 02 55 10.17 13 H
CD-84 80 07 30 59.5 -84 19 28 9.96 4 H
HD 64982 07 45 35.6 -79 40 08 8.96 14 H
TYC 8243 2975 1 12 30 29.6 -52 22 27 12.04 5 P
HD 207278 21 48 48.5 -39 29 09 9.66 9 H
HD 217343 23 00 19.3 -26 09 14 7.49 12 H
HD 218860A 23 11 52.1 -45 08 11 8.75 6 H
Argus Association
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Star RA DEC V  sin i P.
(2000) (2000) (mag) [km s
 1]
CD-29 2360 05 34 59.2 -29 54 04 10.64 11 P
CD-28 3434 06 49 45.4 -28 59 17 10.38 6 H
CD-42 2906 07 01 53.4 -42 27 56 10.61 10 H
TYC 8561 0970 1 07 53 55.5 -57 10 07 11.50 5 H
BD-20 2977 09 39 51.4 -21 34 17 10.22 10 H
CD-39 5833 09 47 19.9 -40 03 10 10.89 10 H
CD-52 10232 22 39 30.3 -52 05 17 10.85 8 H
 Pic Association
HD 322990 17 16 07.7 -37 28 27 11.46 10 P
Carina Association
TYC 8862 0019 1 02 58 04.0 -62 41 14 11.67 7 P
HD 44627 06 19 12.9 -58 03 16 9.13 11 H
TYC 9178 0284 1 06 55 25.2 -68 06 21 11.91 11 P
HD 55279 07 00 30.5 -79 41 46 10.11 9 H
CD-57 1709 07 21 23.7 -57 20 37 10.72 11 H
CD-55 2543 09 09 29.4 -55 38 27 10.20 13 H
HD 298936 10 13 14.8 -52 30 54 9.79 9 P
ColumbaAssociation
HD 26980 04 14 22.6 -38 19 02 9.08 13 H
HD 27679 04 21 10.3 -24 32 21 9.43 11 H
CD-36 1785 04 34 50.8 -35 47 21 10.84 8 H
HD 32372 05 00 51.9 -41 01 07 9.50 7 H
HD 274561 05 28 55.1 -45 34 58 11.45 7 H
CD-40 2458 06 26 06.9 -41 02 54 10.00 12 H
R CrA Association
CD-37 12759 18 39 05.3* -37 26 22 10.98 9 H
CD-36 13163 18 57 20.8* -36 43 01 11.04 10 H
 Cha Association
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Star RA DEC V  sin i P.
(2000) (2000) (mag) [km s
 1]
HD 105923 12 11 38.1 -71 10 36 9.16 12 H
LCC Association
CP-52 5025 11 55 57.7 -52 54 01 11.00 6 H
CD-49 4947 12 12 11.2 -49 50 08 11.37 14 H
CP-64 1859 12 19 21.6 -64 54 10 9.87 13 P
CD-51 6900 12 40 46.6 -52 11 05 11.91 14 H
CD-40 7581 12 56 12.3 -41 22 20 11.73 13 H
CD-40 8031 13 37 57.3 -41 34 42 10.12 13 H
CP-66 2366 13 54 07.4 -67 33 45 10.93 11 P
Octans Association
HD 23208 03 42 39.8 -20 32 44 9.16 10 P
Tuc-HorAssociation
HD 105 00 05 52.5 -41 45 11 7.53 12 H
HD 987 00 13 53.0 -74 41 18 8.78 7 H
HD 8558 01 23 21.3 -57 28 51 8.51 14 H
HD 9054 01 28 08.7 -52 38 19 9.07 4 H
CD-46 1064 03 30 49.1 -45 55 57 9.55 10 H
HD 47875 06 34 41.0 -69 53 06 9.17 11 P
CD-38 4458 08 26 10.0 -39 02 05 10.31 9 P
HD 202917 21 20 50.0 -53 02 03 8.69 14 H
HD 222259B 23 39 39.3 -69 11 40 9.84 14 H
US Association
CD-34 10180 15 07 14.8 -35 05 00 10.53 13 H
CD-36 10208 15 29 47.3 -36 28 37 11.16 14 H
TYC 9034 0968 1 15 33 27.5 -66 51 25 10.99 5 H
CD-39 10162 15 47 41.8 -40 18 27 11.08 12 H
CD-25 11330 16 05 50.6 -25 33 14 10.93 8 H
CD-22 11502 16 19 34.0 -22 28 29 11.11 12 H
CD-51 10295 16 33 50.4 -51 19 01 10.75 4 H
CD-31 13486 17 02 27.8 -32 04 36 10.13 13 H
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Star RA DEC V  sin i P.
(2000) (2000) (mag) [km s
 1]
CD-23 13281 17 16 18.1 -23 10 47 10.97 14 H
TYC7886 1894 1 17 58 31.5 -37 43 03 11.62 5 H
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A.1 SACY: Atmospheric parameters
Table A.2: The determined atmospheric parameters Teff , logg, [Fe/H], t for
each star. In the last three columns, we show the number of Fe lines used in each
determination, the average uncertainty in the abundances given by each line EW.
Star Teff logg t [Fe/H] [Fe/H]* N 
[K] [cm s 2] [km s 1] (FeI , FeII) (FeI , FeII)
AB DorAssociation
CD-12 243 540638 4.670.09 1.210.02 0.000.05 0.04 37 , 10 0.05 , 0.03
CD-40 1701 480080 4.610.24 1.680.14 -0.110.08 0.01 36 , 8 0.08 , 0.10
HD 37572 525143 4.450.11 1.820.07 -0.110.06 -0.05 34 , 6 0.05 , 0.05
HD 37551A 568432 4.520.07 1.460.05 0.050.04 0.06 33 , 12 0.04 , 0.03
HD 37551B 505568 4.310.14 1.650.08 -0.030.08 0.06 36 , 8 0.07 , 0.06
CD-34 2676 557186 4.470.20 2.080.14 -0.010.10 0.01 32 , 8 0.08 , 0.08
CD-84 80 538145 4.530.16 1.530.07 -0.050.05 0.00 38 , 12 0.05 , 0.07
HD 64982 610672 4.140.30 1.530.13 0.100.09 0.05 32 , 12 0.07 , 0.12
TYC 8243 2975 1 462674 4.160.22 1.350.11 -0.190.07 -0.04 31 , 6 0.07 , 0.09
HD 207278 571452 4.510.10 1.450.08 0.080.06 0.08 33 , 9 0.05 , 0.05
HD 217343 579541 4.440.09 1.680.08 0.000.05 -0.01 34 , 10 0.04 , 0.05
HD 218860A 555068 4.500.13 1.420.05 0.100.06 0.13 34 , 12 0.05 , 0.05
ArgusAssociation
CD-29 2360 491777 4.660.16 1.920.12 0.040.07 0.15 32 , 5 0.08 , 0.06
CD-28 3434 565239 4.510.13 1.620.07 -0.010.05 0.00 35 , 11 0.04 , 0.06
CD-42 2906 530849 4.380.13 1.760.07 -0.030.07 0.03 36 , 8 0.06 , 0.06
TYC 8561 0970 1 534851 4.480.15 1.750.07 -0.070.07 -0.02 38 , 12 0.06 , 0.06
BD-20 2977 542150 4.500.14 2.050.09 -0.090.06 -0.05 33 , 10 0.05 , 0.07
CD-39 5833 547161 4.450.12 1.720.10 0.010.07 0.05 35 , 9 0.07 , 0.05
CD-52 10232 538159 4.480.13 1.830.09 -0.060.07 -0.01 35 , 10 0.07 , 0.06
 PicAssociation
HD 322990 485874 4.200.20 2.050.10 -0.130.08 -0.01 31 , 9 0.08 , 0.10
CarinaAssociation
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Star Teff logg t [Fe/H] [Fe/H]* N 
[K] [cm s 2] [km s 1] (FeI , FeII) (FeI , FeII)
TYC 8862 0019 1 4776120 4.380.47 2.290.2 -0.140.14 -0.01 38 , 10 0.14 , 0.25
HD 44627 515654 4.290.17 1.900.06 -0.010.06 0.07 30 , 8 0.05 , 0.08
TYC 9178 0284 1 460789 3.980.36 1.900.12 -0.100.08 0.05 28 , 6 0.08 , 0.19
HD 55279 491850 4.190.18 1.850.07 -0.080.05 0.03 33 , 8 0.05 , 0.08
CD-57 1709 536855 4.580.19 1.850.08 -0.060.06 -0.01 33 , 10 0.05 , 0.09
CD-55 2543 551253 4.380.20 1.700.08 -0.050.06 -0.02 31 , 8 0.05 , 0.09
HD 298936 4923119 4.470.29 1.960.14 -0.080.08 0.03 30 , 8 0.06 , 0.08
ColumbaAssociation
HD 26980 591061 4.260.12 1.740.12 -0.010.07 -0.03 34 , 10 0.07 , 0.06
HD 27679 581758 4.160.31 1.960.13 -0.040.08 -0.05 37 , 12 0.07 , 0.14
CD-36 1785 527648 4.310.19 2.630.09 -0.150.06 -0.09 32 , 7 0.05 , 0.09
HD 32372 571650 4.310.09 1.890.10 -0.070.07 -0.07 38 , 11 0.06 , 0.04
HD 274561 514463 4.360.12 2.090.10 -0.110.07 -0.03 30 , 7 0.06 , 0.05
CD-40 2458 541562 4.320.19 1.980.09 0.060.08 0.1 34 , 9 0.07 , 0.09
R CrAAssociation
CD-37 12759 5149104 4.280.30 1.980.15 -0.080.13 0.00 35 , 10 0.07 , 0.07
CD-36 13163 509844 3.990.13 1.730.05 -0.080.06 0.00 31 , 9 0.05,0.07
 ChaAssociation
HD 105923 497940 3.980.13 1.940.06 0.010.05 0.03 32 , 8 0.05 , 0.06
LCC Association
CP-52 5025 483478 4.190.18 1.690.10 -0.070.07 0.05 28 , 7 0.07 , 0.06
CD-49 4947 487556 4.170.20 2.210.07 -0.080.06 0.03 28 , 6 0.06 , 0.10
CP-64 1859 5422145 5.140.25 1.460.25 -0.080.13 0.03 30 , 7 0.11 , 0.09
CD-51 6900 484271 3.980.18 2.040.10 -0.150.08 -0.03 29 , 4 0.07 , 0.08
CD-40 7581 497969 4.200.13 1.800.08 0.010.07 0.11 30 , 4 0.07 , 0.04
CD-40 8031 524355 4.060.21 1.780.07 -0.030.07 0.04 31 , 7 0.06 , 0.10
CP-66 2366 579375 4.890.34 2.150.15 -0.030.08 -0.04 25 , 9 0.06 , 0.15
OctansAssociation
HD 23208 532243 4.230.14 1.850.06 -0.090.06 -0.03 34 , 8 0.05 , 0.07
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Star Teff logg t [Fe/H] [Fe/H]* N 
[K] [cm s 2] [km s 1] (FeI , FeII) (FeI , FeII)
Tuc-HorAssociation
HD 105 601268 4.420.12 1.240.12 0.060.09 0.02 36 , 8 0.07 , 0.05
HD 987 548846 4.360.12 1.850.08 -0.070.06 -0.04 35 , 11 0.05 , 0.06
HD 8558 553853 4.040.16 1.900.09 -0.090.07 -0.06 30 , 7 0.06 , 0.07
HD 9054 504555 4.490.15 1.900.07 -0.080.06 0.01 31 , 9 0.05 , 0.07
CD-46 1064 477770 4.130.18 1.920.10 -0.160.07 -0.03 33 , 6 0.07 , 0.07
HD 47875 578135 4.530.17 1.750.07 0.010.05 0.00 33 , 9 0.04 , 0.07
CD-38 4458 575134 4.320.11 1.600.06 0.030.05 0.03 35 , 10 0.04 , 0.05
HD 202917 559279 4.310.17 2.160.15 -0.060.10 -0.04 33 , 9 0.08 , 0.07
HD 222259B 493891 4.120.26 2.590.15 -0.220.09 -0.11 27 , 8 0.08 , 0.12
US Association
CD-34 10180 518849 4.050.20 2.300.08 -0.110.07 -0.04 34 , 8 0.06 , 0.10
CD-36 10208 486971 3.640.23 2.590.10 -0.270.07 -0.16 27 , 5 0.07 , 0.11
TYC 9034 0968 1 495565 4.520.47 1.800.07 -0.110.11 -0.01 33 , 9 0.07 , 0.13
CD-39 10162 492261 4.050.14 2.040.09 -0.140.08 -0.03 33 , 7 0.07 , 0.10
CD-25 11330 507662 4.140.18 2.020.09 -0.160.07 -0.07 34 , 11 0.06 , 0.08
CD-22 11502 495166 3.810.17 2.100.08 -0.180.07 -0.08 34 , 9 0.07 , 0.08
CD-51 10295 492258 4.310.20 1.590.07 -0.080.05 0.03 31 , 6 0.06 , 0.10
CD-31 13486 562542 4.550.25 1.680.07 0.010.06 0.03 35 , 10 0.06 , 0.11
CD-23 13281 490084 4.410.26 2.140.32 0.080.17 0.19 28 , 6 0.08 , 0.10
TYC 7886 1894 1 504862 4.260.18 2.160.09 -0.180.07 -0.09 33 , 9 0.06 , 0.08
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A.2 Si and Ni abundances of the 11 associations
Table A.3: Derived abundances of Si and Ni for the stars in the sample.
Star [Si/H]  N [Ni/H]  N
AB Dor
CD-12 243 -0.05 0.03 9 -0.05 0.04 25
CD-40 1701 -0.08 0.10 7 -0.16 0.10 24
HD 37572 -0.09 0.04 9 -0.02 0.07 25
HD 37551A 0.04 0.04 9 0.02 0.06 30
HD 37551B -0.02 0.04 9 0.02 0.07 27
CD-34 2676 -0.14 0.09 9 -0.06 0.09 20
CD-84 80 -0.05 0.04 9 -0.04 0.05 25
HD 64982 0.02 0.07 9 -0.26 0.14 22
TYC 8243 2975 1 -0.23 0.08 6 -0.10 0.18 24
HD 207278 0.05 0.03 9 0.13 0.08 27
HD 217343 -0.05 0.05 9 0.07 0.06 22
HD 218860A 0.06 0.03 9 0.1 0.07 29
Argus
CD-29 2360 -0.02 0.09 9 -0.03 0.08 20
CD-28 3434 -0.04 0.04 9 -0.01 0.06 28
CD-42 2906 -0.07 0.07 9 0.06 0.06 26
TYC 8561 0970 1 -0.09 0.04 9 -0.01 0.06 27
BD-20 2977 -0.1 0.06 9 -0.01 0.07 22
CD-52 10232 -0.05 0.03 9 0.04 0.08 26
CD-39 5833 -0.07 0.05 9 0.08 0.07 27
 Pic
HD 322990 -0.1 0.13 9 0.02 0.09 23
Carina
TYC 8862 0019 1 -0.11 0.13 8 -0.10 0.12 21
HD 44627 -0.02 0.10 9 0.10 0.09 24
TYC 9178 0284 1 -0.07 0.12 8 0.05 0.11 19
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Star [Si/H]  N [Ni/H]  N
HD 55279 -0.07 0.07 9 -0.01 0.08 23
CD-57 1709 -0.09 0.07 8 0.01 0.08 24
CD-55 2543 -0.13 0.07 8 0.00 0.11 18
HD 298936 -0.08 0.11 9 -0.05 0.09 22
Columba
HD 26980 -0.1 0.08 8 -0.16 0.06 17
HD 27679 -0.09 0.06 8 0.11 0.10 21
CD-36 1785 -0.18 0.08 9 0.06 0.08 25
HD 32372 -0.12 0.04 9 0.06 0.06 27
HD 274561 -0.15 0.07 9 0.04 0.08 25
CD-40 2458 -0.08 0.08 7 0.15 0.09 24
R CrA
CD-37 12759 -0.09 0.08 9 0.04 0.08 22
CD-36 13163 -0.06 0.06 9 0.05 0.09 25
 Cha
HD 105923 - - - - - -
LCC
CP-52 5025 -0.14 0.10 8 0.10 0.09 23
CD-49 4947 -0.15 0.10 5 -0.08 0.13 15
CP-64 1859 -0.24 0.18 7 -0.13 0.13 17
CD-51 6900 -0.19 0.08 8 0.03 0.11 19
CD-40 7581 -0.09 0.11 9 0.07 0.12 24
CD-40 8031 -0.1 0.09 8 0.07 0.09 18
CP-66 2366 -0.10 0.07 7 -0.04 0.06 15
Octans
HD 23208 -0.08 0.09 9 0.02 0.08 27
Tuc-Hor
HD 105 -0.06 0.07 9 0.16 0.17 20
HD 987 -0.12 0.04 9 0.06 0.09 28
HD 8558 -0.46 0.31 3 -0.4 0.34 11
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Star [Si/H]  N [Ni/H]  N
HD 9054 -0.09 0.08 9 -0.06 0.08 23
CD-46 1064 -0.11 0.11 9 -0.07 0.10 21
HD 47875 -0.05 0.06 9 0.14 0.11 22
CD-38 4458 -0.02 0.09 9 0.12 0.07 26
HD 202917 -0.17 0.06 8 0.05 0.17 23
HD 222259B -0.49 0.14 6 0.00 0.17 19
US
CD-34 10180 -0.19 0.09 8 0.1 0.12 22
CD-36 10208 -0.41 0.11 6 0.07 0.13 20
TYC 9034 0968 1 -0.14 0.11 9 -0.1 0.10 25
CD-39 10162 -0.14 0.09 9 -0.03 0.10 24
CD-25 11330 -0.18 0.06 9 -0.02 0.11 27
CD-22 11502 -0.20 0.07 8 0.04 0.11 23
CD-51 10295 -0.09 0.08 9 0.00 0.10 25
CD-31 13486 -0.04 0.04 9 0.07 0.09 25
CD-23 13281 -0.03 0.10 8 0.07 0.16 24
TYC 7886 1894 1 -0.16 0.08 9 0.09 0.16 29
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Appendix B
Table of CRIRES observations
Table B.1: From left to right we present the star-forming region of each target, the
coordinates, observation date, integration time of our observations, K-magnitude,
the number of nodding cycles observed, the S/N*, the signal to noise ratio of the
extracted spectra before telluric removal, the spectral energy distribution (SED),
the reference from where the SEDs were collected and an alternative name for each
source, if available.
Source Region (2000) (2000) Date DIT(sec) K (mag) nod.cy S/N* SED reference alias
Ced 110 IRS6 Cha 11 07 09.80 -77 23 04.4 2008-04-28 180.0 10.9 2 25 FS Hai06 PCW91
2008-12-27 180.0 2 30
2008-12-28 180.0 2 30
2009-02-23 180.0 2 25
Cha I T29 Cha 11 07 59.25 -77 38 43.9 2008-04-28 30.0 7.2 2 25 Class 0 Hai04 , Hai06 V* FK Cha
2008-12-27 30.0 2 30
2008-12-28 30.0 2 20
2009-02-23 30.0 2 20
ISO-Cha I 26 Cha 11 08 04.00 -77 38 42.0 2008-04-28 45.0 8.2 2 30 Class I Hai04 , Hai06 HD 97048 2
2008-12-28 45.0 2 25
2009-02-23 45.0 2 30
Cha I T32 Cha 11 08 04.61 -77 39 16.9 2008-04-28 30.0 6.1 2 25 Class 0 Hai04 , Hai06
2008-12-28 30.0 2 25
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Table B.1: Cont.
Source Region (2000) (2000) Date DIT (sec) K(mag) nod.cy S/N* SED reference alias
2009-02-23 30.0 2 25
Cha I T33B Cha 11 08 15.69 -77 33 47.1 2008-04-28 30.0 6.9 2 30 FS Hai06 Glass Ia
2008-12-28 30.0 2 35
2009-02-23 30.0 2 30
Cha I C9-2 Cha 11 08 37.37 -77 43 53.5 2008-04-28 45.0 8.6 2 20 Class 0 Hai04 , Hai06
2008-12-28 45.0 2 20
2009-02-10 45.0 2 25
2009-02-26 45.0 2 20
Cha I C1-6 Cha 11 09 23.30 -76 34 36.2 2008-04-28 45.0 8.4 2 25 Class I Hai04 , Hai06 CCE98 1-76
2008-12-28 45.0 2 30
2009-02-26 45.0 2 25
Cha I T41 Cha 11 09 50.39 -76 36 47.6 2008-04-28 30.0 7.0 2 30 - -
2008-12-28 30.0 2 25
2009-02-26 30.0 2 25
Cha I T42 Cha 11 09 54.66 -76 34 23.7 2008-04-28 30.0 7.0 2 20 Class 0 Hai04 , Hai06 V* FM Cha
2009-02-10 30.0 2 20
2009-02-26 30.0 2 20
Cha I T44 Cha 11 10 01.35 -76 34 55.8 2008-04-28 30.0 6.4 2 20 Class 0 Hai04 , Hai06 CHXR 44
2009-02-10 30.0 2 30
2009-02-26 30.0 2 25
Cha I T47 Cha 11 10 50.78 -77 17 50.6 2008-04-28 45.0 8.8 2 20 - - V* FO Cha
2009-02-11 45.0 2 30
2009-02-26 45.0 2 20
Cha II 8 Cha 12 53 42.88 -77 15 05.7 2008-05-11 45.0 8.8 2 25 - -
2008-08-17 45.0 2 20
2008-08-21 45.0 2 30
GSS 26 Oph 16 26 10.28 -24 20 56.6 2008-04-28 120.0 9.4 2 25 Class I Bar05
2008-05-09 120.0 2 35
2008-08-21 120.0 2 30
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Source Region (2000) (2000) Date DIT (sec) K(mag) nod.cy S/N* SED reference alias
GSS/IRS 1 Oph 16 26 21.50 -24 23 07.0 2008-04-28 120.0 9.0 2 30 Class I Bar05
2008-05-09 120.0 2 20
2008-09-01 120.0 2 30
GY 23 Oph 16 26 24.00 -24 24 49.9 2008-04-28 30.0 7.4 2 30 Class II Bar05 S2
2008-05-09 30.0 2 25
2008-09-01 30.0 2 30
GY 51 Oph 16 26 30.49 -24 22 59.0 2008-04-28 180.0 10.2 2 30 FS Hai06 VSSG27
2008-05-09 180.0 2 30
2008-05-11 180.0 2 35
2008-09-01 180.0 2 25
WL 12 Oph 16 26 44.30 -24 34 47.5 2008-04-28 180.0 10.4 2 15 Class I Bar05 GY111
2008-05-09 180.0 2 20
2008-09-02 180.0 2 20
WL 1 S Oph 16 27 04.13 -24 28 30.7 2008-05-09 180.0 10.8 2 25 Class II Bar05
2008-05-13 180.0 2 20
WL 17 Oph 16 27 06.79 -24 38 14.6 2008-05-11 180.0 10.3 2 25 Class I Bar05 GY205
2008-05-24 180.0 2 20
Elias 29 Oph 16 27 09.43 -24 37 18.5 2008-05-11 30.0 7.5 2 25 Class 0 Hai04 , Hai06 GY214
2008-05-26 30.0 2 20
2008-09-03 30.0 2 20
GY 224 Oph 16 27 11.17 -24 40 46.7 2008-05-11 180.0 10.8 2 20 FS Bar05 WLY 1-43
2008-05-24 180.0 2 30
2008-09-03 180.0 2 25
IRS 34 Oph 16 27 15.48 -24 26 40.6 2008-05-11 180.0 10.3 2 25 FS Bar05 GY239
2008-05-26 180.0 2 25
2008-09-03 180.0 2 30
IRS 37 Oph 16 27 17.54 -24 28 56.5 2008-05-11 180.0 10.9 2 25 Class I Hai04 GY244
2008-05-26 180.0 2 25
2008-09-24 180.0 2 25
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Table B.1: Cont.
Source Region (2000) (2000) Date DIT (sec) K(mag) nod.cy S/N* SED reference alias
IRS 42 Oph 16 27 21.45 -24 41 42.8 2008-05-11 45.0 8.6 2 25 FS Bar05 GY252
2008-05-24 45.0 2 30
2008-09-24 45.0 2 30
WL 6 Oph 16 27 21.83 -24 29 53.2 2008-05-11 180.0 10.8 2 35 Class I Bar05 GY254
2008-09-24 180.0 2 30
2008-09-25 180.0 2 30
IRS 43 Oph 16 27 26.90 -24 40 51.5 2008-05-11 120.0 9.4 2 25 Class I Bar05 GY265
2008-05-24 120.0 2 20
2008-09-03 120.0 2 25
IRS 44 Oph 16 27 28.00 -24 39 34.3 2008-05-11 120.0 9.7 2 30 Class I Bar05 GY269
2008-05-24 120.0 2 20
2008-09-03 120.0 2 30
VSSG 18 Oph 16 27 28.44 -24 27 21.9 2008-05-11 120.0 9.2 2 30 FS Bar05
2008-05-26 120.0 2 30
2008-09-24 120.0 2 30
IRS 46 Oph 16 27 29.70 -24 39 16.0 2008-05-11 180.0 10.6 2 20 Class I Bar05 GY274
2008-05-26 180.0 2 20
2009-02-23 180.0 2 30
GY 279 Oph 16 27 30.18 -24 27 44.3 2008-05-11 45.0 9.0 2 30 FS Bar05 IRS47
2008-05-26 45.0 2 20
2008-09-25 45.0 2 25
IRS 48 Oph 16 27 37.20 -24 30 34.0 2008-05-11 30.0 7.7 2 20 FS Hai06 GY304
2008-05-26 30.0 2 25
2009-02-22 30.0 2 25
IRS 51 S Oph 16 27 39.84 -24 43 16.1 2008-08-21 45.0 8.7 2 20 FS Hai06 GY315
2008-09-03 45.0 2 25
2009-02-22 45.0 2 30
IRS 54 Oph 16 27 51.70 -24 31 46.0 2008-08-21 180.0 10.2 2 20 Class I Hai06 GY378
2009-02-12 180.0 2 25
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Source Region (2000) (2000) Date DIT (sec) K(mag) nod.cy S/N* SED reference alias
2009-02-22 180.0 2 30
IRS 63 Oph 16 31 35.53 -24 01 28.3 2008-08-21 120.0 9.3 2 25 Class I Hai02 , Hai06 WLY 2-63
2009-02-11 30.0 2 30
2009-02-23 30.0 2 20
L1689SNO2N Oph 16 31 52.13 -24 56 15.2 2008-08-21 45.0 8.3 2 30 FS Hai06
2009-02-11 45.0 2 20
2009-02-22 45.0 2 25
IRS 67 Oph 16 32 01.00 -24 56 44.0 2008-08-25 180.0 10.3 2 20 Class I Hai02 , Hai06
2009-02-11 180.0 2 30
2009-02-23 180.0 2 20
SVS 20 S Serpens 18 29 57.70 +01 14 07.0 2008-05-09 30.0 7.1 2 20 FS Hai06
2008-05-22 30.0 2 20
2008-05-26 30.0 2 25
2008-08-21 30.0 2 30
EC 95 Serpens 18 29 57.80 +01 12 52.0 2008-05-09 120.0 9.8 2 25 Class II Hai06
2008-05-22 120.0 2 20
2008-05-26 120.0 2 30
2008-08-21 120.0 2 20
Radial velocity standards
HD 129642 14 45 09.74 -49 54 58.61 2008-04-28 120.0 6.2 3 110
2008-05-09 120.0 3 120
18 aug 2008 120.0 3 130
2008-09-03 120.0 3 120
HD 105671 12 09 54.98 -46 12 30.20 2008-12-28 60.0 5.8 2 150
Gl 406 10 56 28.86 +07 00 52.77 28 feb 2009 60.0 6.1 2 120
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